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EXECUTIVE SESSION

Wednesday, February 11, 1976

United States Senate,
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Select Committee to Study Governmental

Operations with Respect to

Intelligence Activities,

Washington, D. C. ;

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 o'clock 

am., in Room 608, Carroll Arms Hotel, the Honorable Richard 

S. Schweiker presiding.

Present: Senator Schweiker (presiding).

Staff: Paul Wallach, Ed Greissing, Jim Johnston, Dan Dwyer
i 

and Frederick Baron, Professional Staff Members. |
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1 PROC E E D INGS

2

hand

Do you

truth, and nothing but the truthgive is the5

God?help.you6

doAMLASH7

First of8

I'm no t going to ask you to state yourprocedural matters9

name for the record10

11

r

I *

'A

a 
t
0 
f

truth, the whole

all, sir, we'll start with someMr. Johnston

Case Officer. I

3 \
. *•1

1

Senator Schweiker. Will you stand and raise your right

solemnly swear the testimony you are about to

1 1 
^14

because we have agreed before beginning

here today that you would testify under an alias so as not to

jeopardize your ongoing activities.

Is that the way you understand our agreement?

17
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TESTIMONY OF AMLASH CASE OFFICER1

2

5

refer to your participation or your authorship of "a ■'.document or6

7

reference that we are making, and we are not trying to avoid8

proving the fact that it is indeed you that were involved in9

10

your name.11

Mr. Johnston. Now, you've previously thistestified before

Committee, and I assume you've had a copy of the Committee14
available in case you wantrules, and we have another copy1

refer to them16
voluntarily today withoutAnd are you appearing here

counsel?18
I am.

19

this

and request the advice of Counsel?2?:

24

25

TOP SECRET

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes

That’s right.AMLASH Case Officer.

Mr. Johnston.

It is simply because we were not able to usethe incident.

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes,

I do.AMLASH Case Officer.

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

And do you understand as well that all yourMr. Johnston.

Johnston you understand that at any time weMr NOW

Is that satisfactory to you?

receipt of a document, we are prepared to substantiate the

Mr. Johnston. Do you understand that at any point during

examination you are free to stop answering any questions 

constitutional rights are intact here before the Committee

N
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■fluff's
including the Fifth Amendment rights to remain silent, if you

choose.

AMLASH Case Officer. I do

Mr. Johnston. All right.

Let me state that the purpose of this Interview is to

refine and

It is

the AMLASH

clarify certain questions about the AMLASH operation

my understanding that you were the case officer on

operation from the time period, say, of the first

of September on through, for all relevant

and November '64, is that correct?

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right.

Mr. Johnston. At this time you were

called the Special Affairs Staff, is that

AMLASH Case Officer. That’s right.

purposes, December '6.1,

a member of what was

correct?

Mr. Johnston. And that's abbreviated SAS.

AMLASH Case Officer. Right.

Mr. Johnston. Would you describe your position in SAS

18 and your relationship to Mr. Fitzgerald, who was Chief of

d 20

21
s

22
t

2Z

SAS?

AMLASH Case Officer. I

Fitzgerald, charged

organize a military

Mr. Johnston.

with the

was a special assistant to Mr.

responsibility of attempting to-

coup inside Cuba against Fidel Castro.

Did you report directly to Mr. Fitzgerald

24 or. your work?

25 AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, I did.

TOP SECRET



SAS of what you were doing?

involved working on the project

5

6

8

9

we operated on a somewhat — I wouldn't say autonomous basis10

of command was certainly;from the Division itself, but the chain11

from Mr. Fitzgerald, not necessarily through the Division

Chief, but up to the DDP at that time.

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right.

AMLASH Case Officer

King was knowledgeablenecessary that Mr.

all operations of SAS?

I don't know if heNot necessarily.AMLASH Case Officer.

all the operationskept fully advised of or not.was

What was the relationship between SAS andJohnston.Mr

C. King?Mr. J

the Western Hemisphere Division under I believeat that time

Who was Mr. Helms.Mr. Johnston.

Oh yes.

I presume he did,AMLASH Case Officer. yes.

Is itMr. Johnston.

Fitzgerald to Mr. Helmsporting from Mr

And how often did he and Mr. FitzgeraldMr. Johnston.

JohnstonMr Was there anyone else knowledgeable in

In other words, there could be directMr. Johnston.

time I do know that

AMLASH Case Officer Only the other people who were

AMLASH Case Officer I don’t recall exactly what the

Did he know generally what you were doing?Mr. Johnston.

organizational relationship was at that

N
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meet to coordinate. They do coordination of their work?

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't know. I wasn't involved

in that part of it.

Mr. Johnston. Was SAS targeted directly at Cuba, or

were there other countries under its jurisdiction?

AMLASH Case Officer. No. SAS was strictly a task force

set

did

up to deal with the Cuban problem.

Mr. Johnston

— who gave the

And finally on this

counterintelligence

general matter

support for SAS

AMLASH Case Officer. We had a Counterintelligence

within SAS

I

who

operati

Branch

Mr. Johnston. Who headed that in the fall of '63?

AMLASH Case Officer.

don't recall the name

I don't recall. There was a change.

Mr. Johnston. Let me — as I stated earlier, you of

course have testified before, and I have before me the

transcript and I'm not proposing really to trap you in any

with this transcript. However, there are some things that

not

set

in

nature

were

asked before that I would like to clarify

First of all, how and why was AMLASH first contacted to

up the September meeting that you attended?

AMLASH Case Officer. He had been contacted the year before

Helsinki^ and we found out at that time that he was coming

out to a sporting event in the Western Hemisphere, so we went

down and contacted him

TOP SECRET"
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I didn't get into the operation

1 Mr. Johnston. In my review of the file — and I don't thin

we have the document here today, but my notes indicate thereS 2

was a cable from Langley to Rome on 19 June 1963, that is in

4 the AMLASH file

5 AMLASH Case Officer. Would you repeat the question?

ft Mr. Johnston. In my review of the AMLASH file, there is6

7

8

9

a cable from headquarters to Rome dn 19 June 1963 which states

that AMWUIP,, who was your contact with AMLASH, had sent a letter

as part of "an activation effort to reluctant dragon.

10 I ask' , do you have any recollection or any knowledge

C 11 that this was a sign to AMLASH that CIA was back in contact 

with him or wanted to go back in contact with him?
0 AMLASH.Case Officer. I can't comment on that because

14 until September of *63, and

15 this took place before I became involved in that part of the

AMLASH operation.

6

5

17 Mr. Johnston. So in other words, you're saying you don't

IB really know who made the contact with AMLASH?

19 AMLASH Case Officer. We had contact with AMLASH from the

20 year before. He had been contacted by a CIA case officer in

21 Helsinki.

22 Mr. Johnston. In July and August, 1962 .

2.', AMLASH Case officer. Right.

24 Mr. Johnston. Then he returned to Cuba.

1 25 AMLASH Case Officer. And this was the first time, to

TOP SECRET-
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the1
8

since the Helsinki trip2

between that period of time5

You met with AMLASH in Brazil6

September 5th through 9th. I don't mean you specifically

but the general meetings with AMLASH were in that time frame8

Is that your recollection?9

10

11

headquarters to the effect — and this isinstructions from12

of meetings — instructions to the effectafter your series

felt that AMLASH appeared hopeless as anthat headquarters14

a chiefbe approached as15

to recruit his shouldconspirator allowed16

a few trusted friends to assist himbe urged to recruit17

to sabotageops reporting and then progressinitially in FI and18

and more serious matters on a more orderly basis.19

Do you recall seeing something to that effect after your20

Brazil meetings with him?2 J

22

itself,

time.at that24

If25

TOP SECRET

AMLASH Case Officer That's right

best of my knowledge that he had come out from Cuba

m other words you're not aware of anyJohnstonMr

own cohorts He

Johnston All rightMr

AMLASH Case Officer Not

Do you recall seeing a cable or receivingMr. Johnston

and shouldintelligence performer

AMLASH Case Officer.

m line with the thinking ibut certainly that would be

prior contact between CIA or an intermediary and AMLASH?

I don't specifically recall the cablq

I may state, he was not considered a controlled asset

N



shall we say, and1

could collaborate2

Mr.Johnston But

that ori\September or after your meetings in Brazil, you9 th

really didnxt think of5

6

rightB

9

10

really know what an OFPA is

ofthe

an intercept in thofthe

I don t want toMary:16

uses his real
17

is either aMoreno.

And then there is antremendous secret or a top secret matter.

treason

and then a partici-

matter.

about this intercept?

rOP SECRET

, but this thing of" AMLASHimagine things

conspirator of some ind

Johnston. In any eventMr

has a'document in it the

conversation and to the best

AMLASH file dated 16 September

in September of 63, kno'.-;My question to you is, did you,

it's a conversationdocument

ranscript ofreports a

other things as a

and then a word eitherunreadable portion

Case Officer.AMLASH

I'm not sure what is referred to,reason

him as a gatherer of information but

AMLASH Case Officer That's

The fileJohnston IsoMr

I have sanitized thisname

rked OFPA 72775 I don't

as someone who nted to go on to

my ability to nderstand
11

I believe it is a top secretpant whose name is Betty says,

■>JFK Act 5 (g)

it was somebody with whom we felt that we

in organizing the internal group

my summary of the cable would indicate

’’■AThe document says

N
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1 AMLASH Case Officer. I don't specifically recall today
R
3 2 that I would have known about it. I presume if we had it in 

file, that I was working with it, that I would have seen it.

■1 Mr. Johnston. Do you have any information about any recollec-

tion about something on this order?

6 AMLASH Case Officer. No

7 Mr. Johnston. And assume that at least the portion I

e quoted seems to reflect on the Cubans’ view of AMLASH's 

activities in Paris.

0

j

10 AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, it may have. As I recall, I

13

think that he was also at that time

would have to go back to

outspoken to some of his

I may be wrong, and we

the files to check, but he was rather

closer friends in the fact that he was :

11

no longer happy with the revolution, with Castro.

Mr. Johnston. I don't want to dwell on this, if you don't

10 have a recollection, but this conversation seems to indicate 
~ u_______ ~

that the employees in the |^GYban=e^a-ssy | think that AMLASH is

there on a top secret mission.

AMLASH Case Officer. Probably so because of his independent

d way of comportment. He didn't answer to anybody.

Senator Schweiker. What was his role in government at
s

i

that point?

AMLASH Case Officer. He was excuse me, this must have

been24 '63. He was a personal representative of Castro to the

games, first in Brazil, and I don't think he had a specific

TOP SECRET
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post in *63, as Z

Interior. He had

he had a specific

recall. He had

been a military

been Deputy Minister of

attache in Spain. I don't think

post at that time

Excuse me, if

had been President

of Havana. He may

I may add just one more point. Before that he

of the Student Federation at the University

still have been in that post, or about

time that he was getting out of it, and this is, I think,

really the trouble between

brothers more or less came

Mr. Johnston. On the

the

where ।

this particular fellow

to ahead.

19th of September, Jim

message to headquarters basically warning, giving

and the Castro'

Wave sent a

a warning,

making the statement that there was an anti-Communist group in

Cuba, and the name AMLASH is part of that group, and it concluded

by saying that Fidel is allegedly aware of both the anti-Communist

group and a Communist group, and that he acts as a moderator

between them in order to maintain cohesion in the government of :

Cuba

Do you recall receiving that information?

AMLASH Case Officer.

that information , but I do

Castro himself was talking

I don't recall specifically receiving

recall that at that time Fidel

about was concerned about a

Communist takeover of the revolution, and he did meet with the

subject and some other friends of his in order to prevent this.

Mr. Johnston. When was this?

AMLASH Case Officer. This was in the early '60s sometime.

TOP SECRET
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Senator Schweiker. What year were you in?

Mr. Johnston. ’63.

AMLASH Case Officer. This was before '63. This must have 

been in *62.

Mr. Wallach. This is before his trip to the Soviet

Union?

Mr. Johnston. Before Castro's trip?

Mr. Wallach. Right.

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes. 
I

MR. Johnston. The question being put is after your ■

meeting in Brazil with AMLASH, Jim Wave cabled headquarters that 

AMLASH was part of a group of anti-Communist Cuban government 

leaders and that Castro was aware of that fact. ■
AMLASH Case Officer. My answer to you is that he certainly 

was because he had been talking with these people, including ■ 

AMLASH, a year before. Yes.

Senator Schweiker. Castro was aware that he was anti

Communist?
!i
!i AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, that he was one of the anti-
Ji

Communist group.
I

Senator Schweiker. Why would he be so trusted and be the 

special representative at that point in time if he war: known 

as anti-Communist?

AMLASH Case Officer. Because of the relationship with 

Castro. Castro himself had not declared his Communist, more or

TOP SECRET—
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less intentions, as of that time.

Senator Schweiker. Wait, this was after the Cuban missile 

crisis. This was *63, and the Cuban missile crisis was *62. 

I'm confused here.

AMLASH Case Officer. Let's go back to the dates here.

Senator Schweiker. The Jim Wave date is September 1963, |

and he knows at this point, allegedly now, that this AMLASH 

was a member of an anti-Communist group. I have trouble 

reconciling that with not pinpointing AMLASH and his possible 

subversive agent. I think that is what Jim is getting to.

AMLASH Case Officer. Again, my answer is I don't know
I 

specifically why or what the origin of the '63 J. M. Wave 

cable was.

My answer again to the question is that Castro, from his 

previous knowledge, going back to '62, did know and had consulted 

with this group of people of which AMLASH was one, who were the
I 

group of Anti-Communist officers in the revolution. j

Mr. Johnston. So -- ;

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't know why in '63 this report I 

would have come Out, but it would confirm Castro's knowledge 

of this group, yes.

Mr. Johnston. Let me move on into October. There was a 

meeting with AMLASH. I

Senator Schweiker. How long did he tolerate anti-Communist 

officers in high positions in his government? I've got to 
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believe there's some cutoff here. X realize the uniqueness and 

broadness of his support earlier, but it would just seem to me 

that at some point he really had to weed out, nottnecessarily 

weed out or be suspect of anti-Communist officers who had too 

high decision making in his government, would he not, or am I 

missing something?

AMLASH Case Officer. No, not really, because out of this 

group that was mentioned, and with whom he himself discussed 

the need in the early '60s to keep, say, the Communists out, 

some of those officers are still in his goverment today.

Now, they may have changed, or Castro may have changed, butj 

he didn't purge all this group of officers. Maybe he won them I 

over, and if they are still there, evidently he has some 

confidence in them.

Mr. Johnston. According to the file, there was a meeting or 

October 5th, apparently, in Paris, and I’m not sure that you wei}e 

the case officer at that meeting, and the cable from Paris ' 

sets the tone of that meeting as AMLASH apparently was trying 

to get things off his chest in talking to you. '
J 

were you the case officer at that meeting? '

AMLASH Case Officer. I was the case officer during that ;

period of time.

Go into a little of the detail because we did talk about 

these problems.

Mr. Johnston. There appeared from the file two meetings

TOP SECRET-
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in early October 1963, the first meeting on dr about October

5th that AMLASH comes in and says I want to get things off my

chest, and seems to express great dissatisfaction with the

CIA's position.

Then there's a second meeting on October 13th or

he specifically asks to meet with Robert Kennedy, and

previously testified about that second meeting.

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. Now, the file indicates there was

so where

you

an

earlier meeting on October 5th, and AMLASH was complaining

apparently about the low level espionage matters that had been

discussed in Brazil, and implying that he had a more valuable

role to play, and the file says the case officer provided the

necessary assurances that his feelings were not in fact

true, and that his case was receiving the consideration at

the highest levels.

With this problem which

AMLASH off his chest, a much

stating his desire to return

job.

Do you

AMLASH

had undoubtedly been bothering

more relaxed AMLASH departed,

to Cuba to undertake the big

recall that meeting?

Case Officer. I

meetings mixed up. In other

was there and talking to him

first meeting I don't recall

think you are getting those two

words, the later one, yes.

in the second meeting. In

precisely, but there could

TOP SECRET^
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been a meeting with a contact in Paris, in other words, not a

case officer, but the contact we had in Paris. I don't remember

who that was, one of the officers there

Mr. Johnston. In addition to you he was in contact

AMLASH Case Officer. Only for purposes of contact

only to make

he knew that

was in touch

with

I mean,

contact with me, not to carry on the case

the other officer was a friend of mine, and

But

he

with him, and when he came to Paris he would get

in touch with him

Mr. Johnston

So I would be notified.

I think you have used his name in the

prior transcriptthe case officer?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, because he was the one who

furnished the quarters where we had the meetings.

Mr. Johnston. In

taping system going as

furnishing the quarters, did you have

to

AMLASH Case Officer.

those meetings?

Mr. Johnston. Is it

Agents?

AMLASH Case Officer.

the discussions that would take place?

No, I don't

procedure to

Sometimes.

believe we taped any

tape meetings with

It is not a standard

procedure. Sometimes it is not physically possible.

Mr. Johnston. Let me go back into this meeting of October ■

5th, which you don't recall that you were at this meeting, is

that correct?

AMLASH Case Officer. There probably could have been the

TOP SECRET—
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meeting when he first arrived in Paris, and the meeting that he 

had — I don't recall specifically.

I do recall, if I may, I do recall that he said he was 

unhappy because of the requirement^ the intelligence require

ments that we had levied on him in Brazil, and it is true that 

his position was at that time, even in Brazil, and later in 

Paris, that he was not disposed to cooperate just to furnish 

intelligence. In other words, he felt that he wanted to do 

something about the removal of Castro but was not just prepared 

to keep us advised as to what was going on. He recognized that 

this was certainly part of a needed operation, but he did not 

consider himself just as a provider of information.

Mr. Johnston. Let me go off the record for a minute 

because I want to use a code name.

(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. Johnston. Having mentioned the code name that is 

used in this cable, you now recall you were at the 5 October 

meeting?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. And the cable, you can look at it, indicates 

that AMLASH was in a confessional mood.

My question to you is, after recalling that meeting, was 

it basically one where he was expressing his concern about 

the CIA role for him?

Mr. Johnston. He was expressing his concern for what?

-TOP SECRET-
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Me. Johnston. The CIA?s plana for using him.

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes. He was concerned as to how and 

in what way he was to cooperate with CIA. He was also -- and 

we must underline this, right from the beginning, dubious 

as to our resolve to really follow through on Initiating a 

coup against Castro.

Mr. Johnston. Is the cable correct in stating that he was 

assured that his case was receiving consideration at the 

highest levels?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. Was the word "highest level" used, or was 

a name used?

AMLASH Case Officer. Highest levels, but at that stage 

of the game he knew he was talking to CIA, so highest levels 

in CIA is what was meant at that particular time.

Mr. Johnston. That's the word you used?

You didn't say Director McCone?

AMLASH Case Officer. I did not use names, no.

Mr. Johnston. On October Sth, you reassured him that his 

consideration, that his case was receiving consideration at 

least at the highest levels of CIA, and the cable reflects 

that when he left that meeting he seemed much more relaxed abou 

the case.

Is that an accurate portrayal of the meeting?

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right.

TOP SECRET
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Mr. Johnston. As Z mentioned, there was another meeting

on or about October 13th, where, as I understand it, AMLASH

made his demand or his request to meet with Robert Kennedy and

he made that request to meet with Kennedy by name

Is that correct?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, he did

Well, he said somebody such as, somebody high in the

administration, again, to receive the assurances that we were

prepared to — that we were serious about developing and

organizing a coup

Mr. Johnston. After that meeting, you were recalled to

Langley for discussions, is that

AMLASH Case Officer. I was

between Paris and Langley, yes.

correct?

traveling back and forth

I don’t recall if I was

recalled at that particular time,

was TDY.

Mr. Johnston. I want

message from the Director,

return to headquarters for

case.

but I would go there — I

to set

75683,

the

to

discussion

stage.

London,

of all

There is a

directing you

facets of the

This.is after you reported that AMLASH wants to meet

with someone like Robert Kennedy.

Do you recall that flow of events?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

to

Mr. Johnston. What discussions did you have at Langley,

TOP SECRET



1

2

3

4

5 of Robert Kennedy?

6

7

8

9 Is that correct?

10

11 record?

(Discussion off the record.)12

13

14

Robert Kennedy?15

AMLASH Case Officer A high representative in the U.S16

Government17

mention any other names that you18

recall?19

AMLASH Case Officer that I recallNo, not20

Kennedy?21

AMLASH Case Officer. Such Robert Kennedy22 as

Did the best of your knowledge,AMLASH, to23

from what he told know about any prior assassinationyou,24

attempts that had been run by the U.S.?25

Wallach.Mr

would like to meet with one of the U.S leaders such as

the file with AMLASH, Mr. Fitzgerald, in Paris

Wallach. Just RobertMr

AMLASH Case Officer That’s right

Mr. Johnston

AMLASH Case Officer Excuse me Can I go off the

Wallach I think you stated that AMLASH said that heMr

Mr. Wallach Did he

and X don't want-to go through your previous testimony again 

but basically are we correct in understanding that out of the 

discussions at Langley came a decision to go to Paris with

Mr. Fitzgerald representing himself as a personal representative

Then you met on October 29, according to



1 AMLASH Casa Officer No

2 have any reason to believe that Robert

3 Kennedy had been involved with any of the sabotage operations

4 as contrasted with any assassination attempts?

5

6

7

8

9 Robert Kennedy

10

perfectly, I think, logical name to have been mentioned at11

12

13

14

15

16

Secretary of State or someone like that17

18

19

AMLASH Case Officer. He wanted somebody directly to the20

21

22

the United States.23

24

25

I want to talk to the Presidentyou know

and since he was the Attorney General he wanted somebody high

at one time he had mentioned the Presidentin the Government

highest authority, again from the President offrom the

Wallach In other words you didn t say to himMr

since he was the President's brotherthat time because by him

It seems strange to me he didn't pick theWallach.Mr

What I’m trying to get at is we from ourMr. Wallach.

In other words he wanted the assurancesPresident.

AMLASH Case Officer If he knew, he never mentioned it to

Did heMr Wallach

We never discussed thatme

What I'm trying to get at —Mr. Wallach

AMLASH Case Officer not at allNo I mean

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

how did you know that Robert Kennedy — or why did you pick

examination of the alleged assassination attempts, have also



gone into the sabotage attempts, MONGOOSE, etc, and found out

that Bobby Kennedy did play a role in the sabotage attempts.

What I'm trying to get from you ia your understanding of

whether or not.AMLASH, from his Cuban side, knew that the

5

6

7

8

9

Kennedy's had played that role ,and would necessarily say I want 

to talk to Robert Kennedy for that reason.

AMLASH Case Officer. No. He never mentioned it, not at 

all in any way.

Mr. Johnston. Let me finally go to the October 29th meeting,

41
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

and before we went on the record this morning, you were 

explaining to us how you characterized the AMLASH operation.

Would you repeat in summary form what you told us before 

we went on the record?

AMLASH Case Officer. The operation was never conceived, 

certainly, carried out during the period I was associated with 

it, but was never conceived as an assassination plot. It was 

conceived as a coup in order to organize a military group 

within Cuba to overthrow Castro. j

Mr. Johnston. Did you have the understanding that if j 

necessary AMLASH was proposing to assassinate the Castro !

brothers? j

AMLASH Case Officer. Assassination was not a subject of |
I 

discussion that came up at every meeting or contact that we | 
i 

had with AMLASH. It was so stated by him that he felt that ]

the only way to initiate a coup in Cuba was to direct the



first blow1

Since2

this was3 Castro.

certainly had noWe4

way to go about it5

And you dealt with him on that baftis?6

7

possible we were not looking-for a bloody coup at that time,8

9

certainly get him to think in terms of much more than just the10

elimination of the leadership.11

broaden it.12

To broaden it into aAMLASH Case Officer.13

he got itthe specifics of howinterest was the coup, not14

started15

whether his16

17

18

19

fully capable of leading a coup and being able to implementas20

it21

How did you evaluate AMLASH?22

As I understand from the dialogue here, and also from

24

25

TOP SECRET

JohnstonMr

planning a bloody coup inside Cuba but we were trying to

Very definitely, yes.AMLASH Case Officer.

And toJohnston.Mr

Did you personally evaluate AMLASHSenator Schweiker.

weren't you?plans were realistic

Ourcoup

You■ were concerned aboutJohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer Trying to temporize this, and if

at the leadership;

we were not Willing to discuss specifically eliminating

never discussed in terms of the operation.

doubt that in his mind this was the only

and carry it out if support were given?

reading a summary of these, at first the operations talk was 

fairly low level sabotage, which he out of hand rejected, and



2

3 level support here

5 did you evaluate his capability? Did you evaluate him as

6 someone who could lead a coup and who

7 of his ability to carry it

8 or not?out

9

10 him not our candidate to be

11 evaluated in our dealingsthe

12 he and his group could contributewith him on the basis of what

13

time that he was selected or that14 So I don’t recall at any

the next leader in Cuba15 anybody ever talked of him as

some thought that he would be a16

17

18

him?19

AMLASH20

been one of21

Revolutionario, which is the Revolutionary DirectorateDirectorado22

which is23

24 separate

25 became a

but aa group not part of the 26th of July Movement,

I guess my question toNow

would that our government

to a coup inside Cuba

or the two top leaders of thethe two leaders

you is how as case officer,

He had proven this because he hadCase Officer.

faith in in termscould put trust in

as the leader of a coup He was

Wasn't thereMr. Baron

AMLASH Case Officer At that time we did not evaluate

He was onlynext ruler of Cuba

— he was one of the leaders, andgroup, which is

that he had an ability to attract good people to work withCuba

he-pictured himself as a leader of a:top level effort on the

condition that it had assurances of government support and top

good rallying point for strong leaders of a new government in

military commander of that group, separate from the 26

N



• 1

DR which2 So he had a group in the

3 himself very well inafforded

duringprovince the time that Castro was4 of Lasvillas he

5 of thewas in a country.separate area

6 a recollection which X haven't checkedMr

7 against our transcripts that when we discussed this before

you had said although AMLASH8

was a potential candidate for that9

military leader, but he would have10

ability to bring good people together in a new government.11 an

12

13 we

in14

15

necessarily at the top.16

17

contribute.18

19

that pointat20

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right21

22
I

23

24

25

TOP SCCRET-
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Of the people left in Cuba at that tinAMLASH Case Officer

we knew about and he

He was one of the few who could travelcontact.

that heof a new government

X hadBaron.

AMLASH Contact

And you didn't have too many optionsSenator Schweiker.

One of the documents that CIA previouslyJohnston.Mr

You put him up near the top but notSenator Schweiker

He might not be a goodjob

didn't have much of a choice we weren'tI mean, you know

That's right, as one being able toAMLASH Case Officer

of July movement

the fighting — this was in the

might not be considered the leader

provided us in a sanitized version is a memorandum for the 

record dated 19 November 1963, and the subject is Plans for

and let me ijust show you that and ask you

N
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2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

if you not necessarily prepared that document,

sanitized document, but whether

that that apparently came from

November 19th

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes

you prepared a

the memorandum

I recall

because it is a

document

for record of

Mr. Johnston. You prepared that document?

AMLASH Case Officer. I believe I prepared the memorandum

from which that extract was made, yes.

Mr. Johnston. When did you prepare that?

AMLASH Case Officer. It had to be late October sometime.

Mr. Johnston. November 19th is the date

AMLASH Case Officer. Early November, certainly after

my

19

October meeting with him in Paris, and before going back

November, that's probably it

Mr. Johnston. Is that the date you prepared it?

AMLASH Case Officer. That's the date I prepared it I

don't remember when I returned from Paris after the October-

meetings

Mr. Johnston. You prepared a memorandum for the record

on the contact before you went to the meeting in Paris on

November 22nd?

AMLASH Case Officer. Oh, yes.

Mr. Johnston. Part of that document, Paragraph 3, states

that you would show AMLASH a copy of the President's speech in

Miami

TOP SECRET-
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1

2

to him
5

document states —
6

would you just read it?
7

8

9

10
correct?

11

12

November 19th?
14

time he mentioned this because
16

operations it was always a case of trying to limit the number
17

of people aware of sensitive operations and this certainly is
1c

considered in that category.
1

the memo at
2"

that time that the written communications would be minimized.

record.
22

AMLASH Case Officer. Remember also this is primarily the
2 ’

cables because I had to communicate with headouarters and the
24

25

but I don't recall having shown himI talked to him about it

AMLASH Case Officer. That’s correct.

AMLASH Case Officer "Chief SA has

Did Mr. Fitzgerald tell you that onMr. Johnston.

in other words on sensitive

since I put it inHe reiterated, I presume

And this is a memorandum forMr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer. It might not have been the first

I didn't have my independent communications.station in Paris.

And that's Desmond Fitzgerald is thatJohnstonMr

Paragraph 4 of thatJohnstonMr

But it was probably clear that X could have takenthe speech

Z11Z36
AMLASH Casa Officer ; 11£may ■ hay bi en<; ptinned? "to show

him a copy of the speech, but a* I recall it was.not shown him.

a copy of that speech to him and shown it 

requested written

reports on AMLASH operation be kept to a minimum

N



NV

1 were you on November 19th?

2 AMLASH Case Officer

pftFson&XXy e

Xs it normaX to prepare a memorandum

5 for the record about plans for contact .of an agent?

6

8 Is that your testimony?this memorandum for record

AMLASH Case Officer9

10 thing unless advised to the contrarvi

11

Committee you mentioned on November 22nd you had a pen-like12

mention that.record of November 19th does not14

that it doesn't?Is there some reason15

AMLASH Case Officer I don't remember why it wouldNo,16

don’t recall when I left for Parisnot have been mentioned17

mav have left for Paris on the 21st and —Ii

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't know if the decision had

made that we would even show him soirfethinq like thisbeen

time.that22

talking about the 19th?2.

About the 19th, when I wrote theAMLASH Case Officer.

memorandum25

’// f t 'fv 
a'b-1 l/l

there wasn't anything unusualNo

That's the usualabout it.

You'reMr. Johnston.

WhereJohnstonMr

device with a hypodermic needle on it. This memorandum for

I think that's correct.Mr. Johnston.

The last time you testified before theMr. Johnston.

OkayJohnstonMr

Normally, yesAMLASH Case Officer

ringSo there's nothing unusual in your prepaJohnstonMr

At headquarters. He told me this



1sh"3

2

Mr. Johnston. When you left for Paris my understanding

that you carried the device

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right, I carried it with me.

Mr. Johnston. And you had • approval to show it to him?

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

on

AMLASH Case Officer. I had approval to show it to him.

Mr. Johnston. The file indicates

November 20th; I believe, in order to

22nd meeting and he was telephoned by, I

Paris

fact?

that AMLASH was contacted

set 'up the November

assume, somebody in

Did you arrange that or were you knowledgeable of that

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes. I was going to go there to

see him. We would have made arrangements to set the meeting up.:

Mr. Johnston. The cable reporting the telephone call on

November 20th states that somebody apparently was in the room

with AMLASH

had

him

to be a

and the

when he was telephoned, and that therefore there

telephone conversation by the CIA agent calling

CIA agent --

Pardon me. AMLASH

to him, and the CIA agent

be of interest to you but

asked if the meeting would be of interest

said, I don't know if it.'s going to

s the meeting you requested. And

I ask you your understanding of what was meant by the meeting

that you requested?

AMLASH Case Officer. Probably to give him an answer on

the caches that he wanted inside Cuba, and I understand that was

N
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1

2

material going to be given4 to

5 him?to

pen device?6

It8

specifically asking about the pen device because we had been9

reluctant to even discuss something like this with him and10 BO

knew it that he was primarily concerned with the caches.he11

12

14

15

of16

equipment but he said we do need some equipment to get the17

thing started.18

November19

22

November 22nd meeting was the one that he hadtold that the

reauested.24

AMLASH25

ZQ 20th.

was thathim later in the caches

he didn't want a massive amountIn other words

What about theJohnston.Mr

he job?for equlnment to do

it was givenother words

And that that was in his mind onMr. Johnston.

Probably so.Case Officer.

Is it correct to say that at the OctoberJohnston.Mr

When he made the call?AMLASH Case Officer.

In

Io initiate the coupAMLASH Case Officer

The pen device was something againAMLASH Case Officer.

When the call was made to him and he wasMr. Johnston.

29th meeting AMLASH was happy with the U.S. policy but asking

could have been part of that package I don't think he was

the primary point which had not been, he had not been informed

of this at the previous meeting with

going to give him that material;

Fitzgerald, so were we

N



AMLASH Case Officer, To see what could be given to him, 

not if it was or anything like this because Paris didn't know 

what we were prepared to tell him at the 22 November meeting.

Mr. Johnston. As you said before, you were at Langley

8 on the 20th There's a 'cable indicating you left Washington 

arriving in Paris on the morning of November 22nd.

CO 10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Is that your recollection?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. Did anyone go with you from Washington 

to Paris?

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

Mr. Johnston. Mr. Fitzgerald was where at the time?

AMLASH Case Officer. At Langley. He was present at the 

meeting, at the late October meeting, not at the 22 November 

meeting.

Mr. Johnston. Okay. Let's go then to the November 22nd 

meeting. You previously testified as you recall it was late 

afternoon or evening because it was dark when you came out.

AMTASH Case Officer. That's right.

Mr. Johnston. Where was it held? What kind of place 

was it held?

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't recall that we used a safe

TOP SECRET



1

2

3 AMLASH

5

6

7

8

have been in another part of the house but he was not at9 may

the meeting

AMLASH Case Officer No, not that I recall.

did have it taped, where would the

tape be today?

AMLASH Case Officer. In the file

the Paris station aware of it?

been the Chief of Station, naturally, and

TOP SECRET

AMLASH Case Officer . AMLASH and myself

AMLASH Case Officer

kind of back-up support, counter-surveillance any kind of

At a meeting like that did you have someMr. Johnston.

Who was knowledgeable of that meetingMr. Johnston.

Not generally, no. It could haveAMLASH Case Officer.

I don’t think it was possible to tape it.meeting was taped.

Generally, were the people atoutside yourself and AMLASli?

Mr. Johnston. If you

•Johnston. In this file?Mr

I don't recall that thatAMLASH Case Officer Yes.

Did you have that meeting taped?JohnstonMr

house '■ orbin’Vthe:’«tudy'.zof®
Mr1. Johnston/..■iiKp;^aa^^eiKa;'at the meeting? You and

Nobody else was there?0
If it was iHedgg£^'Jl& home

JohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer

JohnstonMr

25
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The October meeting?

I'm sorry/. November 22nd meeting

N



1

2

4

5 else following me to tell me if I had any surveillance on me.

6

7

was counter-surveilled8 he

9

10

11

everything that has happened today, I don't think so today.12

Again, that is strictly my opinion.1

14

very difficult, complex area, why don't you think so?15

16

Cuba at that time between certainly thewas taking place in17

and Castro trying to consolidate his26th of July people18

19

his movement, the fact that we had information from several20

sources that he was disillusioned with the revolution.21

22

23

Senator Schweiker. And he wasn't in the 26th of July?24

25

the early '60s now around his people and

Senator Schweiker. In a nutshell, and I realize this is

He, meaning AMLASH?Senator Schweiker.

He, AMLASH, was disillusioned.AMLASH Case Officer.

position, this was

AMLASH Case Officer I took the necessary precautionsNo

Senator Schweiker Could AMLASH have been a double agent

He was not in the 26th of July.AMLASH Case Officer

AMLASH Case Officer We don't know I don't know if

What about AMLASH?JohnstonMr

That'AMLASH Case Officer s a good question I can only

AMLASH Case Officer Because of the power play that

I didn't think so then and even withgive you an opinion

WWW
back-up support .so?that you'could be'assured that you were not

under surveillance at the meeting?

in going to the meeting to assure myself I didn’t have somebodj'

N



1 uawas DR

2 He was one

support primarily and urban support and compared to Castro'

rural so-called support

5 was a struggleSo there

imaginary type6 this was not an

best of my recollection at any7

relation with him at that timetime lead us to believe:in our8

that he was playing a double game9

thatThe other reason that I felt that way at the time was10

11

12

United States with all the rest of the Cubans who were here13

too long with the revolution.he feltbecause he had stayed on14

Cuba andBut he was ready to leave15

he did waslot of the travel that16

the island.17

this was also confirmedhad told us,- me personally, that andHe18

by other sources.19

of your reasons also20

that he is in nail now?be21

be a very good reason.22

I think I mentioned that the last time certainly when I was23

24

25

nsh_9

Wouldn't oneSenator Schweiker.

That wouldAMLASH Case Officer.

we could check did not to the

of thing The background that

He didn't want to come to thereadv to defect, to leave.

Are we absolutely certain he's inSenator Schweiker

If he was taken backtalking about this.

we had to persuade him to return to Cuba to stay He was

going on there In other words,

with the way life was A

to defect He was fed up

So he was .not‘~a;member.' of. Castro’s. July,- 26th movement

of the other revolutionary groups which had student

that he would take any opportunity to get off of

N
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jail now??1

AMLASH Case2

Of

years ago?4

in5

Florida and6

said as

severalB

9

10

forLAMLASH case11

prison?the12

Yes.Mr. Baron.

heAMLASH case14

a doctor for the prisoner but he stillbeing used as waswas15

of Pines.still on the Isle16

It is my understanding that he was workingMr. Baron.17

as a doctor even outside the prison and again, this is just

hearsay of one contact that I called on the phone.19

20

using his name is there, that he switched over using an alias?21

wouldn't have intelligence of that type?You22

24

that Jim and the Senator were getting at.25

TOP SECRET

last report we had was what a coupleI think thetime,

He had more freedom becauseOfficer.

Are you positive that someone just notMr. Wallach.

I want to quickly follow-up on somethinMr. Wallach.

Mr Baron

Officer He was a doctor, wasn't he,

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

'<gsh"10
Officer.$ We checked that X believe the last

I was given the name of a CIA contact

who had been on the Island of Plies at one point

far as he knew, although he hadn't been in Cuba for

years, AMLASH was a prisoner, but he wasn't in prison.

He was doing some sort of hospital work which was considered 

part of his rehabilitation program



assassination of Castro?2

3

5

the subject.6

Mr. Wallach. Why?

8

assassinationsin9

10

11

in12

in and assassinate Castro but a much bigger type of program.13 go

14

the ootential first step.15

16

17

18

we didn't want to discuss and we didn't discuss and we were19

reluctant to discuss this subject with him.20

21

said before that — what did you request that led to the giving22

him of the pen, the hypodermic needle?23

24

with which to protect himself now.25

TOP SECRET
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3r

, and that' s why

AMLASH Case Officer. We were very reluctant to discuss

Wallach.Mr

We?

But that was the first step, or at leastMr. Wallach.

AMLASH Case Officer. He was convinced that was the only

I didn't know this, and certainlyAMLASH Case Officer.

We weren't convinced that it had to be,first step. AMLASH.

The pen he requested was somethingAMLASH Case Officer.

At the late October meeting I think youMr. Wallach.

You have told usWallachMr

AMLASH Case Office

Whywera you not willing,;'tb discuss with AMLASH the

AMLASH.Case Officer.

I guess we didn't want to get involved

But you had them before this

this operation the objective of this operation was not to

at that time that it had to be the first step

N



1

2

5

4

5

6‘

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

is
19 I

20 I

i
21 |

22

23

24

25

Mr. Wallach,' A pen with a hypodermic needle would protect 

himself?
i 

AMLASH Case Officer. He put himself in a situation and '
I 

asked us the question. He said I may be confronted by Castro I 

or by Raoul or by one or the other of Castro's people in a |

meeting in which I am not armed, and X may be confronted with ' 

an accusation! of plotting against the regime.

And at that time he said this would be before we are I
I 

ready to move in fermenting the coup, and he said, I would like 1 
i 

to have something with which I can protect myself at that time. '

In'fact, the words that I think I mentioned here before was, ; 

if I fall, I don't want to he the only one going down.

So he was seeing himself in a situation of going back into 

Cuba, of being in a meeting in which he could have been, because;., 

again, of the relationships. Fidel Castro himself or Raoul
I 

Castro could confront him in their office, accuse him. I

Hr. Wallach. Couldn't he use that pen offensively and ■
I 

not defensively?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, he could have. He was not 

at that time talking about using it offensively and we weren't 

discussing the offensive use of that pen.

Senator Schweiker. Following up the point that I 

switched away from as to whether Cuban intelligence might have 

been trailing him or following him or observing what you were 

doing with him, we have some knowledge, I gather, from a summary;
t

-TOP SECRET
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39

5<!
2

here that. JUOASH mistress was believed to be
■ 1 ■ '■ 'Wv.Wr-j- ■ ■■ '

• • ' • * . , jy* I- I.. v ■ ‘

working for Cuban intelligence and her brother was known to 

5 be Cuban intelligence

4 If this is correct, wouldn't that pretty well mean that 

5 whatever he was doing over there might well be observed by

6 Cuban Intelligence even though he might have been a straight 

7 single agent in terms of working with us and not a double agent

8 that they may well have known or monitored what in fact

9

he was

doing with us?

0

d
z
&

s

s
S

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

AMLASH Case Officer. This is possible, Senator.

had no indication at the time that they were monitoring

We

his

activities. Again, he was at such a level and, the people

certainly in Paris and the Cubans overseas knew that he was

at such a level that we never heard that they were ever given

this mission.

Senator Schweiker. Have you heard that his Cuban

mistress was working, with. Cuban intelligence?

AMLASH Case Officer. Which one of his mistresses,

because he's had several, including his sister who worked for

the Presidency, his own sister.

Mr. Johnston. We extracted that from a file and I'm

sorry but in the respect and

compartmented I did not take

have the file that indicates

the need

her name

that.

to keep that information

down and I don't thin!:

25 My recollection is that he had a mistress for a considerable

Er
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1

2

3 of the GI

5

6

So it wouldn't surprise me that there would

know in that ministrybe somebody he would8

Mr. Johnston AMLASH was?

AMLASH Case Officer AMLASH was at one time before .he

President of the Student Federationwas

■63?

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

would have

come under him?

apparatus

was under the Ministry of Interior, but he was in that job,

of time.

about the assassination

attempts-, you would assume that AMLASH would have known, wouldn't

he knew that

the radio every day saying that the Yankees were making an

attempt on his life but that he knew the specifics of operations

TOP SECRET

BISS

from being in that position?you,

a very short periodI don't recall

he was saying, in other words, he was onwell

AMLASH Case Officer. We don't know if at that time hat

AMLASH Case Officer. Some of the security

Senator Schweiker And Cuban intelligence

AMLASH Case Officer I don't recall the specific case,

Not inJohnstonMr

If Castro knewMr. Wallach

period'of time who was/who was suspected of being the GI

anc certainly her brother was actually known to be an employee

but let me remind you that he was the Deputy Minister of

9
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the Interior, which did have the security services at that time

under that ministry
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Iff

or at least I never

2 have seen it

that he had he would3 After the Bay of

operation against4 accuse the Imperialists

5 him

a couple more questions on this point.6

the Standard7

any foreign8

9 contact?

Were special precautions taken in dealing With AMLASH10

guard against the prospect that he was either a double age11 to

under surveillance by Cuban intelligence?12 or

by special13

precautions?14

15

I could tell you16

is to make surewould do17

going to the meeting orthat I wasn't under surveillance in18

the meeting placesat19

make sure that the meeting places were not under surveillanceto20

them, which would also hopefully would have picked up mby21

he would have had on him coming to thethe surveillance that22

meetings.23

that we ever put him under surveillanceI don't recall24

have meant disclosing our interest m himin Paris, which would25

TOP SECRET

15

thantechniques that you could use

AMLASH Case Officer. What would you mean

AMLASH Case Officer. What I

and we would certainly checkthe meeting

JustMr Baron

You would have to tell me more about theMr Baron.

T don’t think we have'that;information

Pigs every occasion

of mounting another

Did you take any special precautions aside from

precautions that you would take in dealing with

N



either to.our surveillance?teamJ or the French police, or whoever

So we never.did that because, again, of our interest in 

protecting and minimizing the number of people who knew we were 

in contact with him.

Again, I refer you, I think, to what the Senator raised 
before, that he was arrested and sentenced, and as X recall, |

I
I may be wrong but as I recall the contacts that we had with j 

him in Paris never surfaced in that trial. He never, as far |
I 

as the transcript that we have of the trial, he never reported, 

he never testified about the contacts that he had with us.

It was only afterwards when he was in contact with the exile 

group.

Mr. Baron. So you never took any affirmative action 

against him or investigated him or treated him in any way that 

you would treat a person suspected of being a double agent 

or being closely watched by an intelligence service?

AMLASH Case Officer. Not in mounting an investigation 

against him because in doing that we would have to show our
I 

interest in him to other people, so we did not do that.

What we could do with myself and with the other knowledge—
i 

able people say in Paris,of him, we did do and did everything 

we possibly could do.

In other words, to check where he was and who he was
i 

seeing and through the telephone taps and to ensure that when j 

he came to meet us that that meeting was secure,

TOP SECRET



'fclWLS5:

1 that we did

2 back to the November 22nd

5 meeting

As you recall, afteruyou4 met AMLASH there, did you give
4--n

Mr. Johnston. Let me go

him the newspaper article about the Kennedy speech?

W- AMLASH Case Officer. I don't recall. I may have shown
it-

10

11

him

the

the article. To the best of my recollection, we talked abou

speech and he had, I think, at that time, the article had

already appeared in the French newspaper and he had read it.

Mr. Johnston. What did you tell him about the article?

AMLASH Case Officer Well, he liked the article. It

a
12 was one in which I think the Administration, as I vaguely recall

13

14

was taking

Mr.

a rather positive stand.

Johnston. Was this Kennedy's speech before the

5

6

7

8

J

I

9

15 Inter-American Press Association in Miami on November 18th?

o

16

17

18

19

20

AMLASH Case Officer.

Mr. Johnston. I have

AMLASH Case Officer.

think it was,

I believe so.

an extract from that.

I'm not 100 percent certain,

Mr. Johnston. There's an indication that you told

but

him

I

21 that Fitzgerald helped to write the speech.
i

22 Do you recall doing that?
t

23 ZiMLASH Case Officer. I could have.

24 Mr. Johnston. Do you recall specifically?

AMLASH Case Officer. Specifically, no, but we did discusi;

TOP SECRET
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2«

3 poison pen or the pen

4

5

6 the meeting?

7 AMLASH Case Officer

specifically if I kept the pen and8 last time, I don't remember

threw it away or if he kept it9

What I do remember,was his reaction when I showed him10

11

12 pen

that's rather compromising13

14

such compromising evidence — I have difficulty believing you15

would have thrown it away16

17

18

19

a hypodermic needle had been inserted.20

21

anything like this.22

23

piece of evidence to have around.24

25

TOP SECRET

the speech

it wasn't a $10,000 piece of equiementIn other words,

JohnstonMr

if he kent the pen and youevidence

he take it with him?

Johnston. It seems to meMr

Did

recall that. It's also

It was nothing but a Papermate pen in whichcarry it bach.

That's right.AMLASH Case Officer But what I can t

I can't today tell you for sure that he kept thethe pen

I agree, but it's a very compromisingMr. Johnston

evidence. I mean I wasn t going to

AMLASH Case Officer Yes, because it was compromising

you nave testified a* great deal about the

device and my only question is what is

your best recollection about what happened to the pen?

Did you take it with you when you left

Again, as I mentioned to you the

I had carried it one way

N



1

2 he wouldn't have taken

It with him?

5

6 back with me

This would have been a piece of compromising, material.7

8

9

10

to consider showing him something that — whether he could11

again defend himself.12

He did not think it was a good idea.13

14

15

16

17

18

19

AMLASH21)

Cuba at that time, so it could have been droppedcaches inside

have to take it backto him inside

with him.

whole idea of this waIn other words, here again, the24

The only point probably that we madeHe did not like the pen.

What kind of weapon or substanceSenator Schweiker.

on he says I'm not

He wanted something to defend himself but heconfused.

He didn't exactlyCuba.

He said heAMLASH Casa Officer.

I'm a little

WallachMr

Case Officer.

TOP SECRET^

remember this He says, and then later

I specificallywouldn't.

recall specifically is whether it was broken thrown away or

Why do you believe

going to take any compromising material 

with him is.that we were willing to consider, because he knew 

our opposition to something like this, that we were even willing 

could he get that would not compromise him?

doesn't want anything that will compromise him

Unless vou have a disappearing weapon, what could he 

possibly get that would not compromise him to take back?

Well, we were talking also about

not to give him something there that he would ba able to take

N



back with himgsh*20 1

2

Cuba3

4

Cuba5

6

the7

8

I'm almost sure that he didn't9

10

Do you recall asking11

meeting concluded or12

AMLASH Case13

it that, you know14

that he would have15

don't specifically recall what was done with it excent that16

was probablv destroyed.17

In other words, you know, broken, throw the needle out

it and break he pen19

20

back?□en2

22

it in the first place, because what I recall is, gee, istook23

the best that you can come up with type of thing.that24

25

TOP SECRET

JohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer. :4o, but I don't recall that he

JohnstonMr

Mr. Wallach Were arrangements made for caches inside

AMLASH Case Officer

Mr. Johnston. Do you recall asking him to give you the

AMLASH Case Officer He had asked for caches inside

kept the pen This is the point. But I

Officer Since I recollect his reaction to

if ha was worried about defending himself?

Can you be positive that he did not leave

meeting with the pen in his possession?

I cannot be positive that he didn't^

Did you ever ask him for the pen back?

him to give you the men back before the 

after the conclusion of the meeting?

it's no good, I just can't logically believe

So he was not in any way enthused about what we had shown



1 him

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

Mr. Johnston, Let me ask you, is it correct you did

promise him at this meeting that you would drop rifles with

telescopic sights for him in Cuba?

AMLASH Case Officer. That's right

Mr. Johnston. Was there any mention of paying him money

to support his coup plans?

AMLASH Case Officer. He had never really asked for

money. In promising him full support for the coup, if money

was

get

the

required I presume that could be conjecture that he could

that also, but he did

Mr. Johnston. Was

event he assassinated

pull off the coup?

not specifically

there discussion

Castro or killed

AMLASH Case Officer. At the

that was discussed.

Mr. Johnston. At your prior

AMLASH Case Officer.

but I recall, and this is

where this was discussed was

ask for money.

of his escape in

Castro but did not

last meeting I don't believe

meeting?

If it was, it was touched upon,

from reading the file afterward.

a year later when he was in con

with the exile group. I think, it was with the exile group

he was then concerned about,

goes wrong and we can't pull

But we did not at the

we discussed that. In fact.

how do I get out if something

the coup.

22 November meeting, I don'

I'm sure we didn't discuss it.



1

2 time?

3

AMLASH Case Officer4

basically discussed while we5

that the assassination occurredwere off the record the fact6

think would have been around 7:307 at

in8

9

10

Is that correct?11

12

13

assassination?the14

15

16

comment about17

assassination bv AMLASH?18

I left himAMLASH19

that time.at20

meeting is21

either in a house or somewhere else how you would leave togeti22

access to a radio or something to hear theand you would have23

report.24

AMLASH Case25

TOP SECRET

which we12:30 in Dallas

That was it becauseCase Officer.

And weJohnstonMr

And that's the first word you heard aboutJohnstonMr

Was there any other discussion of thethat

If it was in the house it couldOfficer

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

I don't understand. If theMr. Johnston.

JohnstonMr

You previously said that AMLASH made aJohnstonMr

and the meeting was then over at 10:00 o'clockParis

mien you wa

That'AMLASH Case Officer s correct

sh522
ft1-.

What time did the meeting end?

Approximately 10s00 in the evening.

Iked out of the meeting you testified previously

that you heard about the assassination

N



1

2 sure it wasam

5 heard on the radio about the assassination whenhe had justus

came out of4 we

He left on his own and then I left after he left.5 the houseto

6

but you're in the7

knows that the8

meeting is over and that he tells you9

10

11

came out of that into his living room he told us what he had12

on the radio.just heard13

Mr.14

of the door?walked out15

16

shortly thereafter I don’t17

I don't rememberHe was18

does it have to happen to somebodythe record there, like why19

like that.20

21

this time?at22

24

AMLASH walked out the door with the poison pen?25

TOP SECRET-

out ofthe room

we finished our business.recall

AMLASH Case Officer. We came out of

And even with that you don't recall wnetncrMr. Johnston.

the exact quote. You have it on

Did you know who committed the assassinatiMr. Johnston.

the .’Study in which we were holding the meeting and when we

AMLASH Case Officer. AMLASH made this comment and

We didn't go or coma together

And then AMLASH made this comment andJohnston

So in other words what you're saying isJohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

In facthave been the occupant of the house who told us

the occupant of the house. who -told

the meeting

that you're not walking out of the building

house and the meeting is over and IRedaSIteent

N



gsh!224

believe

done is

simple, and

5 the pen

6 It'

very simple7

8

did it.that I9

10

11

after-.12

13

instructions from Washington after the meeting to break off14

contact with AMLASH.15

16

that effect?to17

18

to break off contac19

with AMLASH because everybody knew that that was the last20

he had been prenanwe knew this,to,21

since he was outsince Octoberhimand we had been talking to22

about his return to Cuba.

cache ever occur?□ id the arms dropSenator Schweiker.24

25 AMLASH Case

TOP SECRET

that' B

and

Now there's an indication that you gotMr. Johnston.

No, it was during the meeting, notAMLASH Case Officer.

He was preparingmeeting.

Officer. I

AMLASH Case Officer.

It wasn't necessarilybelieve, as I recall.

It was

I wasn't involved inhad left

AMLASH Case.Officer

that1 s very

But I don't recall specificallyprobably what was done

Did you do that after the meeting was overr?Mr. Johnston.

I',don't believe,he did, I don't

he did and It could very well be that what X would have

pull the hypodermic needle out of it

then it's just a pen, throw the pen away or keep

not a complicated object, in other words

to just pull the hypodermic needle out of it

Do you recall receiving those instructions or instructions

Yes, there was a cable, I

N
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

that part of it, Senator. Again; only from the record that I 

read afterwards, X think a couple of drops were made to him.

In fact, the next year or something like that. j
Mr. Johnston. I'm not sure exactly what was left or

what he received or what was available.

AMLASH Case Officer. And I don't know if he ever picked | 

them up. I don't think we know that. j

Mr. Wallach. Why did he tell you he wanted the rifles । 

with telescopic sights? '
i

AMLASH Case Officer. Well, he wanted grenades and he | 

wanted dynamite too to storm the headquarters later on. We j 

said, well, loo);, could you expand this somewhat too, and he 

was talking about, well, yes, and we should probably attack j 

the radio station at the same time. It was a matter of attacking 

a building, whether it was a radio station or whatever it was, I 

in order to, in his mind, he was probably thinking of attacking : 

the headquarters, Castro's headquarters.
i 

Mr. Johnston. Let me refresh your recollection. In

your previous testimony with the Select Committee on page 11-J 

you stated:

"When we came out of that meeting we heard the news 

of President Kennedy's assassination and I received a cable 

after that which I thought that this was probably the reason • 

the whole operation was being re-assessed.

AMLASH Case Officer. That was strictly my thought at thitt

TOP SECMT



1 time »O..'

2 transcriptMr. Johnston. \And oh page 115 of your prior

ilW
' J’ih’ a

3 you said, well, the whole Cuban operation, the way I interpreted 

4 was being called on

5 Did you receive a cable to that effect?

6 AMLASH Case .Officer. It was,.a very cryptic cable saying,

7 you know, return to Washington, which I was going to do anyway,

8 so this is why —
r

I
9 Mr. Johnston. Did it say to break off contact with

10 AMLASH?

11 AMLASH Case Officer. I don't recall that it did but 

12 it didn't make any difference because headquarters knew that
o

13

14

that

Cuba

vzas the last meeting with him before he was returning to

anyway

15 So there was no reason to tell me to break off contact

16

17

18

19

with him

Mr

don't know

This is what I'm trying to say.

Johnston. Supposedly the 1967 IG report, and I

where they got their information, said that was an

OPIM cable.

d 20 AMLASH Case Officer. That's Operation Immediate. In

21 other words, it's an immediate cable. That set precedence
s

22 on the cable

23 Mr. Johnston. And what does that mean for transmitting

24 AMLASH Case Officer. It was transmitted before a routine

25 cable or a priority cable. It's just the precedence —

TOP SECRET
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AMLASH Case Officer. That's the one below FLASH.

Mr. Johnston. And that tells::you to break off the meeting 

4

5

6

7

8

9

or to come back to Washington?
AMLASH Case Offleery7 That's right. [

Mr. Johnston. Do you recall receiving that? I

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. And you read that?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, or I was told about it because;

I didn't go into the embassy to read it, so I don't think they 

brought the cable out to me but I was told to go on back to 

Washington.

Mr. Johnston. Let me state that that cable is apparently 

not in the AMLASH file and the 1967 Inspector General could not 

find that cable.

Does that surprise you?

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

AMLASH Case Officer. No, it doesn't really because 

I don't think there was that much importance given to that 

kind of cable at that time.

What you say about the Operation Immediate, we handled 

all of our traffic, more or.less, in this case on an immediate 

basis because of the short periods of time that we had with 

AMLASH.

So if you are implying that because of the OP AM cable 

that there was something else behind this, no, I don't think that

TOP SECRET
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2

3

4

5 Mr

6 from Paris

Paris that7

8:108

that flight?you in fact takeDid9

AMLASH Case Officer. Did you ever find that cable?10

the cable of your return to11

Washington.12

AMLASH Case Officer. If it referred to a cable, that13

14

of exchange.15

16

would be 18:10, which would be17

6-00 Washington time.18

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.19

did you go when you arrived in20

Washington at 6:10 in the evening on November 23rd?21

22

I23

went right back to the office before going homeI24

25

stopped bv my home, which is en route to the office, whetner

and as Z assumed

Mr. Johnston. I saw

But you did go to the office sometime thaMr. Johnston.

I'm sorry, itI said 8:10.

Mr. Johnston. Where

I don't recall specifically ifAMLASH Case Officer.

Johnston

Did you in fact arrive back in WashingtonMr. Johnston.

This is a travel-typewas the one telling me to come back

return to Washington,

andlassumad at that time that certainly the

whole Cuban operation was going to be re-assessed after what 

happened to President Kennedy

Now there is'ln the file a cable reporting

to Washington reporting that you planned to depart 

morning of November 23rd and arrive in Washington

N



sh_29
2

3 to the office on the 24th?

4 yes.

Sunday?5

6

that we can't7

find8

9

10

11

return?12

13

14

15

16

telling you to return if you intended to return that day?17

18

again, I want to point19

out to you that travel cables of this type, even if your plan20

such, and the way I was travelling at that time I was not21

or anything like that.travelling on a22

23

24

In other words, it's our security to make sure that25

TOP SECRET

Wallach.Mr

Why would they have sent you a cableMr. Wallach.

a reaction to what had happened. But

Was there a date that you intended toWallach.Mr

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

iflien was that date officially?Mr. Wallach.

It wasdon't even need a regular passport to travel France.

Johnston Did you goMr

AMLASH Case Officer Oh

Johnston That was aMr

About the time that I returned.AMLASH Case Officer

Hot specifically at that time.AMLASH Case Officer

I may have

It could have beenAMLASH Case Officer

I don't know. This was probablyAMLASH Case Officer

evening?

AMLASH Case Officer

One question about the cable

Did you have any other business in Paris besides AMLASH?

just to keep track and record of our personal travel.

N
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1

2

a cable toway I sent3

and such a date4

Would you haveJohnston5 Mr

from them?6

have, sure7

understand the purpose8

of9

will send extra traffic?10

11

their cable was except what I'm trying to explain to youof12

that keeping headquarters informed or headquarters inquiringis13

advise us when you're going to return or please

us sending a cable

there was any other reason for sending that cable17

know, that it was because of18

what had happened.End an 19
the record o show that SenatorBegin.3A 20

aware that without the SenatorSchweiker has left and you are21

22

Do you understand that?23

24

25

_______ .
that headquarters ,kn0W8>that;;.wejfara’coming..back and I sent a

AMLASH Case Officer.

I don 11I can onlv conjecture

I'd likeMr. Johnston.

I'm not sure IMr. Johnston

the same

AMLASH Case Officer Yes.

I couldAMLASII Case Officer

Were you saying it's a regular thing that thetheir cable

And that if we proceed, that you can continueMr. Johnston.

cable saying I'm arriving on such and such a date

Paris telling them I'm arriving on such

getting a cable first

sent your cable without

I can't tell you what the purpose 

If

c. 14 of you in

C-. 15 you know,
•c

16 return or

such circumstances, it's not unusual to get a cable,

being here you have the prerogative to stop your testimony.



1gshi31

continue when we have aSonator present2

understand that?Do you

AMLASH

the&

6

We have you back in Washington at 6:108

you may or may not have gone9 on

you definitely did go to thethat day and you said office on10

11

definitely, j12

13

14

or physically going there15

16

17

Does that aid you in recalling where you were at that18

time?19

certainly.:20

21

22

were at

office or at home on that day?24

25

TOP SECRET

1

**•

w &

November 23rd and

Johnston.Mr

In Washington.AMLASH Case Officer.

You mean home in Washington?Mr. Johnston.

I'm probably not that definite about it but I'm sure I touched

on Sunday.November 24th

AMLASH Case Officer. I mean I was home,No.

JohnstonMr

Casa Officer Right

AMLASH Case Officer. Probably so Scratch

It deoends on the hour that weAMLASH Case Officer

But you don't know whether youJohnstonMr

JohnstonMr

a*

AMLASH Case Officer I amYes

base with the office as soon as I returned either telephonically

to atop at any.time"duringj:tKe''-testimony and ask for it

Are you willing to continue under

conditions of not having a Senator here?

to the office

Let me refresh your recollection then and

remind you that Oswald was killed on November 24th, Sunday

N



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

may have been working,
<3 'K1', Xf you're going back t° asking about normal hours that

we kept during that period of time, Sunday was just another

working day, so you know it wasn't because it was Sunday that

we would not have been in

Mr. Johnston. But

the office.

you con't recall being in the office?

AMLASH Case Officer. I don’t recall being in the office.

When we heard the information that Oswald was involved

could very well have been home

Mr. Johnston. Do you recall being in the office when

you heard that Oswald was shot?

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

Mr. Johnston. Did you hold, when did you first talk

to the chief of the section about your meeting?

AMLASH Case Officer. Specifically, I don't recall when.

What would

when I got

And then I

have been ususual is for me to have called the office

in and whether I

either talked to

he would have been the only

went there

Fitzgerald

or not, I don't recall.

who would have been,

person I would have talked to. I

he was in on that Sunday and I went in, I would have talked

him on Sunday, and if not, it would have been on Monday.

Mr. Johnston. Did you talk

November 22nd meeting?

AMLASH Case Officer. No, I

Mr. Johnston. Did you talk

to Mr. Helms about the

did not talk to Helms.

to Mr. McCone about the

N
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fl
2

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

November s 2nd mee ting?

AMLASH Cape Officer. No

Mr. Johnston. Did you talk to anyone in technical

services about the pen device or the meeting?

AMLASH Case Officer. Not at the time, no

Mr. Johnston. So it was your recollection

one you talked to in this time period of November

November 24th, November 25th about the meeting in

Mr. Fitzgerald?

that the only

23rd and

Paris is

AMLASH Case Officer. To the best of my recollection, yc

Mr. Johnston. And what is your recollection of that

discussion?

AMTASH Case Officer. The report, as to what had taken

place, reporting that he had not thought highly of the device

that we had provided him with, that he did not intend to carry

it back, that

that we would

reaffirmation

the fact

made his

reaction

that

he was pleased with

put caches down for

of U.S.,support for

the fact that we had decided

him inside Cuba, the

his movement inside of Cuba,

he had decided definitely to return and had

reservations to return, and his dismay and his

when he had heard that Kennedy had been assassinated

when we got to the meeting.

Mr. Johnston. Was there a discussion about any link

between AMLASH or your Cuban operations and the Kennedy

assassination?
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n I

2 you

3

4 recallcan

5 can recall, areyou

6

7

8

9 connection between the AMLASHthat there was nomy knowledgeof
10 it, we discussed the Kennedythat we discussedother words,in

11 I mean who wasn't discussingI'm sure we didassassination

12 the Kennedy assassination at that

13

14 of conversation of that nature

15

16 November 25th?

17

18

the documents we v.’anted to ask you about and it is a contact19

20

let me state for the record wnat21 Is that a document

22

It's the original, apparently copy, of the November -Jth23

24

25 Did you prepare that contact report?

time 'Ehat we tied the

you certain

On November 23rd and November 24th andMr. Johnston.

recall it or are

AMLASH Case Officer. Right

When you say not thatJohnstonMr

No discussion betweenJohnstonMr

Mo, not that IAMLASH Case Officer

None whatsoever that X can rememberAMLASH Case officer.

I'm fairly certain to the bestAMLASH Case officer

of the November 22nd meeting.contact report

Mr. Johnston.. All right

and let me just show that to you.report dated 25 November

I don't recall any kind

all about any connection?

you saying that'it’s possible but you don't

and Fitzgerald

fairly certain to the best of your .recollection?

Kennedy assassination in with AMLASH

Let me point you to one o

N
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2

3

4

5 very

6

7

a The date is 25 NovemberAMLASH Case Officer

9 your recollection that that's the

10 you prepared that?date

11 AMLASH Case Officer Probably so

12 have a recollection of doing it

13 that date?on

14 Not specifically on the 25th, buAMLASH Case Officer

15 the document is dated theif

16 the memorandumthat I did

17 Mr

18 it up, or did you yourselto somebody who then typeddictate it

19 personally

it was prepared?20 tell from the document howway toany

21

22 I mean I didn't type it myself.it.

23

Is there any way to tell from the document? There arc24

25

TOP SECRET

I presume that's the day25th,

Did youprepare it?

And in askingprepare it?

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

You did not type it yourself.Mr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

JohnstonMr

When did you prepare that?JohnstonMr

Mr. Johnston Do you

the secretary probably typedAMLASH Case Officer. Ho

Johnston Nov? how did you

Is itMr. Johnston

Mr Johnston. And is that'the document you prepared?

I'm asking you directly is that the

document you prepared? That's a very specific question

you that question, is the ns

initials on it or anything that would indicate that it war.

N
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2

if you’re the one that3

4

5

meeting with AMLASH6

7

a

9

10

dictated it to a secretary or wrote it out longhand and gave11

to her and she typed it.it12

13

your memorandum for record you indicated that Fitzgeraldin14

mimimum?wanted written reports to be kept to a15

With those instructions why did you prepare a contract16

report?17

ia

one on this race19

20

that but that woui-:21

normal thing.22

effect

AMLASH Case24

25

TOP SECRET-

Johnston. And you prepared that document?Mr

What about the fact that on November 19thJohnstonHr

a contact report on that.memorandum

AMLASH Case Officer. Because I

aid prepare theFitzgerald about it and he

AMLASH Case Officer. No What are

JohnstonMr

That's right.AMLASH Case Officer

it's a contact report of myAMLASH Case Officer Yes

But you did not type it?JohnstonMr

I did not type itAMLASH Case Officer so I could have

That he would have inJohnston.• r

I briefed him on this andOfficer

I don't recallAMLASH Case Officer.

let' have asaid,

Do you recall that?Hr. Johnston.

dictated and typed?

I’m just asking you

prepared that or how it got prepared?

you asking me?

probably contacted

N
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8

2

3

memorandums on it4

5

here, I had briefed him on6

or maybe by his order that he told me to write up a contact repo7

you had to examinean opportunity0

that report either before you came sure we've9

given you enough opportunity to look at it closely while here.10

Maybe you could take that time right now to look at the document.11

12

at page 313

is in a much different type thanpage14

2 .page15

Do you notice that? It's much fainter.16

AMLASH Case Officer.17

it's the same but it's fainter.know18

19

AMLASH Case Officer. Ho.
20

AMLASH Officer.I didn't personally prepare it again,22

could have given the secretary my long hand report, some

24

25

TOP SECRET

vW.**3

Mr. Johnston. Have

it's fainter, and I don'tYes

LookJohnston.Mr of the document. Compare

and then I finished it and she put it oncould have happened

Was page 3 what you prepared on November:Mr. Johnston.

here? I'm not

2 and page 3 Page 3

That is possible. I don't have any explanationa second page

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

Do you have any explanation for that?Mr. Johnston

In other words Wieri'heTsaid;; .’minimize','the written :

communications on tha operation, he didn't say we won't have any 

other communications on any other memos on it or any further

So what would happen if you put things within the dates

this and then it was by agreement

if the type looks like
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same

why it’s lighter./thanthe other-bne*^Thetype'appears to be the

a 2

3 Mr. Johnston. Are you saying that the way you prepared i':

3 it's possible that4 the second page and third page were prepared

5 on different days?

I

6

7

8

AMLASH Case Officer No, it could have been at different

times of the day. If I had writen out the first part of the

contact report and I hadn't finished it, the secretary could

9 very well have started to type it, and then when I finished i

10 I would have given her the last page to type because it was all

11 on the 25th
a

12 Mr. Johnston. Are you saying

a

u

13 AMLASH Case Officer. Because there's no date on the

14 second page

15

16

17

18

19

20

Mr. Johnston. You're

that that document was typed

AMLASH Case Officer

stating that your

on one day by

Yes, probably

usual case. I have no reason to

done any differently.

Mr. Johnston. What about

one

.so

recollection

person.

That's the

is

doubt why it would have been

the information on page 3?

21 Is that the substance, in fact? that exactly what you wrote:
i

22 on November 25th about the contact?

t AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, and in fact I draw your

24 attention to the part on the secret writing material because

25 we were very concerned as to how we would continue to communicate

TOP SECMT



1

2

3

was communications with him5

6

it exists in that file is exactly the report that you prepareas

November 25th?on8

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes..9

note that the report does not10

11

him.to12

did'not make a written report on —

that.

AMLASH Case Officer. Probably because Fitzgerald said

not

recall Fitzgerald saying not to?

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't

certainly what I'd have to assume.

In other words, don't include that part of it.

gone in. there in a normal

recall it, but that''

which

You'llMr. Johnston.

Mr. Johnston. Do you

Should it haveMr. Johnston.

Mr. Johnston. You left that out of your original report.

AMLASH Case Officer. I did not make a written report

AMLASH Case Officer. That' s right.

Why was that?Mr. Johnston.

is not a new subject matter

Mr Johnston
ife

So that

with'him.-’inside;'Cuba!'rahd'‘Wis':'wX«^on« ot the subjects ..that

were discussed at the last meeting, communications

You

c 
c 14

c 15

16

17

g
18

© ■
u 
d

19

20

5i 21
ui 0 
I 
0
z

22

23

o 
w 24

25

That is definitely part of the

subject matter that was discussed at the last meeting

And it’s your testimony that this report

mention the pen device or AMLASH's reaction to your giving it
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4

5

6

7
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9

10

11

5 12
' ; 13B

14

15

■x 16

17

18

1 !9

° 20G
i eii
t 22
i
a 23

2 24

25

AMLASH Case Officer. In a normal report, yes. But this 

certainly was a rather, again, sensitive subject that we were 

talking about. He did not accept it and I don’t think that at 

that time it was felt that-anything else should be said about 

it.

Mr. Johnston. Why is that?
AMLASH Case Officer. I don't know why. Again, because | 

i 
of the sensitivity, I presume, of the subject. I

Mr. Johnston. And again, is it your recollection that |

Fitzgerald, is it your testimony that Fitzgerald told you not i 
i 

to put a reference to the pen device in the report? ■
AMLASH Case Officer. I don't recall if he specifically | 

told me not to put it in or if when I gave him the report he j

was satisfied that it was not in. I
l 
i

Mr. Baron. Why would a reference to the pen device be !
I 

any more sensitive than references to arms caches or suggestion^ 

of assassinations or all the other kinds of things that were : 

already in the file? '

AMLASH Case Officer. Because again, in conjunction with 

this particular operation it was not an assassination operation, 

It was a coup operation. This was one of the aberrations of the 

operation which we got involved in strictly to provide bona 

fides to the man that we were dealing with and we were concerned 
for his personal security. |

TOP SECRET
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1

2

5

this was something that was necessary to start a coup4

5

6 person.

I think this was probably the thinking at that time and7

B

of operation.of the AMLASH plan9

For the sake of the accuracy of the recordsMr. Baron.10

and the protection of the peonle who were involved at the CIA,11

wouldn't even the tender of such a device to AMLASH for whatever12

13

14

15

Fitzgerald would have made a note of this some place else I16

regular contact report which goes intodon't know, but in the17

the regular file — in18

could have been the other part of it.know about it and this19
to reduce the number of people,In other words, con20

number of people.the21

22

factors that was in his mind in assessing the sensitivity of24

25

TOP SlCRCT~

In other words

The rifles and the grenades and all ofassassinating Castro.

a contact report this goes into the regular file. Whether

Not in a contact report because mAMLASH Case Officer.

normally be put into the records?purporses

Do you recall anything in your discussionsMr. Baron.

purposes of

In other words, it was‘not part of the operational plan 

to provide him with any such devices for the

it was not directed at one particular

why such points did not get into it because this was not part

other words, say the secretary would

with Fitzgerald that led you to believe that one of the 

this tender of a poison pen device was the day on which it

N
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2

4

&

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

happened as opposed to simplyAthi/facti’that- such ,a device was 

offered? ■' ' 1 ■

AMTASH Case Officer. If it was in his mind, he never

stated it to me. I think it was just the overall sensitivity

that the Agency had been, has now, and always has had on

assassinations.

I mean it's not the specific of

time. Assassinations were not part of

the Agency.

what had happened that

the routine business of

Mr. Johnston. Let me ask you, you have mentioned the

secretary who

secretary who

AMLASH

prepared it.

prepared this

Case Officer.

Do you recall the name of the

document?

No, I don't.

Mr. Johnston. Did you have

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes.

Mr. Johnston. What was her

AMLASH

could have

the

by

my

days, the

a regular secretary?

name?

Case Officer. She could have prepared it or

been Fitzgerald's secretary because, again, of

Sunday.

I don't recall the name.

Mr. Johnston. You don't recall your secretary's nar;

AMLASH Case Officer. Well, I don't remember, if a girl

the name of Bobbie Hernandez was still with me. She was

secretary during part of that time. She was probably

secretary then.

TOP SECRET
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1 I don't recall Fitzgerald's secretary's name, and she
2

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

could have typed it, but it would have been one of the two girls

Mr. Johnston. Let me show you the report again and on

page 1 of the

discusses the

two:

"AMLASH

report, I

newspaper

stated he

think it's paragraph 2 of that that

article, the Kennedy speech. Paragraph

was returning to Cuba. The second

sentence of that is — subject was pleased to read a copy of

President Kennedy’s 18 November speech in Miami and was even

more pleased to

the President's

assurances given

real

hear that Fitzgerald had helped to prepare

speech. You the case officer reiterated the

by Fitzgerald of full U.S. support if a

coup against the regime was successful.

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, that's right.

Mr. Johnston. Does that refresh your recollection abou

whether or not you gave him the speech?

AMLASH Case

could have already

he could very well

But

the

again,

speech

Mr

I aould

Officer. No, because at that time it

been

have

have

with me.

printed in

read it in

had a cony

the Paris newspaper and

one of the Parisian newspap,

of a newspaper clipping of

Johnston. But in the least does that refresh your

recollection that you told AMLASH that Fitzgerald helped proa

the sneech?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes, Fitzgerald told me that we

N
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2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

could tell him

Mr

speech you

• ' I ‘I <??-■Johnston. Wotild you recall the portion of the

pointed out to AMLASH?

AMLASH Case Officer. No portion was pointed out to him.

It was just that Fitzgerald had helped in preparation of the

speech.

Mr. Johnston. I could show you a copy. This is an

extract I have prepared from the November 19th, 1963 Washington

Post, page A15, which carries an AP story of November 18th

saying:

The following is the text of President Kennedy's addres

tonight before the Inter-American Press Association.

And I have extracted the only portions as are releva

to Cuba. Now I'll give you a chance to read it.

Incidentally, I’d like to have this mar):cd as Exhibi

for the record.

(The document referred to

was marked for

as AMLASH Case

Exhibit No. 1)

TOP SECRET

identification

Officer

N
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1

have2

you discussed this aspect of the speech?

We didAMIASH Case Officer not discuss the speech4

we did was a very small passingparagraph&

about the speechremark6

probably to the besthadlie7

of the Parisian newspapers, or if I had a newsread it in one8

of the speech, he glanced at it while we wereoaper clipping9

10

with the tone of the speech11

12

13

mind that would satisfy him about the tone of the speech?14

15

made here setsthe16

full speech and specifically one in whichtone for the thethe17

is removed, we will be ready and anxiousonce the barrier18

Cuban people in pursuit of those progressiveto work with the19

goals which in a20

people throughout the entire hemisphere.21

22

your meeting with AMLASH to show that higherthe speech in23

behind what you were doing?authority was24

AMLASH25

-TOP SECRET
precisely.Case Officer. Yes

sympathy o nanv

The extracts that you havewhole speech

But he was certainly satisfiedthere, but I don’t recall that«

Certainly this sets the tone forAMLASH Case Officer.

you mentioned it to him Is this the portion that you had in

Was it your intent by making reference toMr. Johnston.

Allby paragraph

few short years stirred the hopes and the

You must have read the peech beforeMr. Johnston.

£

Mr. Johnstonkgsh"45 X point out that in that speech, do you

a recollection of thia being the part of the speech or

of my recollection already

N



1

2a
f

prepared, the.assurances at first that Gerald had given him

5

the Cuban people.to support6

Mr.7

you it says:just shown8

is important to restate what now divides"It Cuba from9

is themy country10

fact that a small band of conspirators lias stripped the Cuban11

people of their freedom and handed over the independence and12

soverignty of the Cuban nation to forces bevond the hemisphere.

14

it,15

we will16

ready and anxious to work with the Cuban people."be17

That's the end of the quote.18

Is it your understanding that this reference to a sma1119

band of conspirators is a reference to the Castro government?20

AMLASH Case21

Mr. Baron.22

record of November 19th, you had mentionedmemorandum for the23

24

Show AMLASH One copy of President's Miami speech (remar!:25

TOP SECRET
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8

and I had been giving him that the U.S. Government was willing

And m your renor of November 19th, or vour

Yes, that the U.S. Government wasAMLASH Case Officer.

In the excerpt from the speech that we haveBaron.

nothing is possible.As long as this is true, Without

and from all the American countries. It

Officer. Precisely.

everything is possible. Once this barrier is removed,

JohnstonMr

This and this alone divides us.Then it continues:

I will simply quote rom the report.- well, It says:that

And you felt that this speech coincided

with what you were telling AMLASH?

N
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to1

Officer2 AMLASH Case

Blank la5

OfficerAMLASH Case4

before I went5

6

Would support a move against the Castro7

government8

againstAMLASH Case9

Castro.10

And did you know for a fact that FitzgeraldMr. Baron

helped with the preparation of the speech?

Officer Only from what Fitzgerald toldAMLASH Case

me.14

What did Fitzgerald tell you?15

Officer. I can't give you a specific quoteAMLASH Case16

I presume thatbut17

again, wouldn't18

be but it could19

which is normal20

from different agencies.21

3§2End

23

24

25

TOP SECRET

Mr. Baron

Mr. Baron

Officer. Would support the move

in effect these were my marching

Mr Baron

This memorandum was writtenYes

gsh*47

to Paris so,

AMLASH One that blahk'/helped •wlthi!Bpe'eoh)

11

13

Fitzgerald

Fltzgerdld

orders that I could use showing that the U.S. Government, indeed

he had had some input into the speech.

necessarily be Fitzgerald himself. It could 

also be the SAS, the CIA input into the speech 

in Presidential speeches that there are input

3A, b Mr. Baron; Did Fitzgerald say anything to you about 

preparation of this speech that led you to believe that the

President or anyone close to him who had been involved in the 

preparation of the speech had been made knowledgeable of the

N
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2

general objective, I never had any doubts in.my mind thatThe4

the5

not6

7

specifically assassination because what I mentioned before,B

I don't think Fitzgerald or Helms or anybody else would9

snecifically have briefed anybody that the AMLASH operation was10

an assassination plot because it wasn't.11

no basis for believing that the12

President was informed that a of the AMLASH operationcomponent13

was assassination?14

AMLASH CdSG no15

me that he had or he hadn't.16

make it clear to you thatDid FitzgeraldMr. Baron.17

nroviding input to this speech he had the specific purposein18

mind of giving a public signal AMLASH that he would receivein to19

the U.S. Government if hesupport from the highest quarters of20

would move for a coup?2 ]
this was my understanding.22

23
opponents of Castro inside Cuba as opposed to a generalto24

statement of U.S. policy?25

TOP SECRET

have the highest governmental approval. I mean this was

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes,

I don'treason.

never a question, I don't think, in my mind. Again, not

AMLASH Case Officer No

Nobody toldknow.

That the speech was to be a specific signalMr. Baron.

Officer. No, I have

o you hadMr. Baron.

AMLASH operation?

Fitzgerald never, told me

specifically that the President had been apprised of this

general objective of organizing a coup against Castro did

N



AMLASH Casa1

2

understanding?

AMLASH Case4

the time and what we were trying to do.of5

6

7

in trying to persuade him that the U.S. government was serious8

about supporting Cubans who were opposed to Castro.9

So this statement that appeared in the speech was10

certainly public notice that this was the case.11

12

to you that led you to believe that the President had been13

specifically informed that representations would be made such14

as the ones on October 29th that Robert Kennedy or other high15
would stand behind AMLASH?American officials16

AMLASH Case17

Did your conversations with Fitzgerald aboutMr. Baron.18

19
President had been specifically informed that a poisonthe20
device was being prepared to be tendered on November 22nd?pen21

22

23
now,24
further contacts with AMLASH?25

was there a decision after the assass ination to break off

Mr Baron

Let me ask you in a different contextMr. Johnston.

No, he didn't specifically tell meOfficer.

just the general conversationOfficer No

this speech, his input to thi speech, lead you to believe tha

‘ ■ 4'

Did Fitzgerald or anyone else say anythin"Mr. Baron.

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

Officer. That's right

Can you recall anything about your conversation

that produced that

In other words, we were trying to organize a coup and

the problems that we had been through specifically with AMLASH

N
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AMLASH Case' Officer,',;i’Ye9', but that decision evolved,

Wr ■

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
3

12
o

13

14

15

16

it

In

wasn't an automatic decision,right after the assassination.

fact, as you recall from my previous testimony we had

contact with AMLASH again in late '64 when he came out. I

think the only hesitancy at that time was what's the new policy?;

Does the new President want to continue to, in our attempts

to organize a plot against Castro, a coup against Castro —

That probably was the hesitancy, not the

was immediately decided to stop contact, which,

it

or

fact that it

as I said before

wasn't because we saw him again.

Mr. Johnston. Was there a discussion at

December 1963 about the relationship between

all in November ;

the AMLASH

operation and the assassination of President Kennedy?

AMLASH Case Officer. Not that I recall.

Mr. Johnston. Let me show you, we have in several versiocis

and the one that is most available is this document here, and

17 I have got the document you're looking at is in Volume 12,

18 I believe, of the AMLASH file.

□

i

19

20

21

22 It

AMLASH Case Officer.

Mr. Johnston. And it

AMLASH Case Officer.

Yes.

is a yellow legal size paper.

Let me correct. It's not a docurm

is evidently somebody's type-written notes of probably the

recollection of what had happened.
c

24

25

ftr. Johnston. Okay, and it's on

typed. And I also have a document that

yellow legal-size pane

I'm sure is in the fil

"TOP SECRET
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2

5

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

but we don’t have it pointed .’ir'the?'sanitized version

of a memorandum for the record datdd 29’March, 1965, subject

AMLASH, and both of them

information. And on the

left and the language of

convey the same subject, the same

paragraph that has the marking at the

those documents, those documents say

"22 November, '63, Mr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Sanchez assured subject

that this Agency would give him everything he needed.','

Is that the portion you're reading?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes

Mr. Johnston. ’’(Telescopic sight, silencer, all the

money he wanted). Situation changed when Mr. Sanchez and

Hr. Fitzgerald left the meeting

Kennedy had been assassination.

of subject

have no part

Castro), and

to discover that President

Because of this fact, plans

changed and it was decided that this Agency could

in the assassination of a government leader (incl ?

it would not aid subject in his attempt.

This included the following: ■Je would not furnish

the silencer, nor scone, nor any money for direct assassinations

furthermore, we would not lift a finger to help subject e

from Cuba should he assassinate Castro.

mid you prepare this document?

Officer. I did not prepare this document.

I was not with the task force with SAS at the time this document

was prepared on 29 March, I had already left.

Again, the only thing I can state for you here on

TOP SECMT
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1

2

5

6 reconstruct

timethem at the7

paragraphs have condensed an evolution that tookBoth8

place over a period of a year and the decision probably was not9

made until '65 had left theafter I10

pulling out11

in these two documents arethe facts as stated hereDut12

certainly the timingincorrect, and that they insinuate is

wrong.14

Mr.15

if you want to point out what facts are incorrect,record and16

why don't you do so?17

AMLASHIS

Sanchez and Mr. Fitzgerald left the meeting to discover that19

20

Fitzgerald wasn't with me on the 22nd of November meeting21

22

this Agency would aive him everything he needed, with your24

qualifier that Fitzgerald was not at the meeting?25

TOP SECRET

Case Officer.

That's incorrect.

Fitzgerald and Mr Sanchez assured subject thatthat, that Mr

what had29 March

What about the sentence beforeOkay.Mr. Johnston.

the yellow document was somebody probably again tryingdate

Johnston.

The facts are not as I knewwhat had happened

The other document since it’shappened

I knew of the operation)',, that this was somebody trying to put 

together, this was a memo;from Chief FI probably in the task 

force trying to put together by this time

it's probably a later

operation that we were

I think we should develop that on the

'The situation changed when Mr.

President Kennedv had been assassinated.



2

4

5 he wanted?

6

7 that money

fact I was8

when I had given him some money.9 recollect:
f:

10

11

is somebody12
0 document or

prepared in14

15

16

if17

18

the money.19
<j

20

was21

22

23

24

wanted.25

j 
i

tn 

t

1gsh"53
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AMLASH Case Officer, . Thisswas at.the meeting in October 

and not at the November meeting because that is correct, 

provided you put it in the right context.

Mr. Johnston. What about the statement, all the money

AMLASH Case Officer. Inferred. I mean I don't recall

was ever discussed with this man at any time. In 

asked this question before and I couldn't really

It turns out that the record shows that I did give him 

$350 for his expenses. But money, specifically, again, that

else interpreting. I don't know of any other 

certainly any memorandum for the record that I 

which money specifically was mentioned.

Mr. Johnston. But would you disagree with the statement?

AMLASH Case Officer. Well, the statement as a whole,

you leave out the money, which again, anything that he needs.

Mr. Johnston. Well, that's what we want to leave in.

AMLASH Case Officer. If he needs the money, I think it

not excluded in the offer. But what I'm saying —

Mr. Johnston. This makes a positive statement, him 

saying that you and Mr. Fitzgerald assured AMLASH that the

Agency would give him everything he needed, all the money he

N



And I’m askingyou directly either on Octobar 29th';or
2

was made of money because he never asked for money and we

November 22nd did you make that assurance, to him?

AMLASH Case Officer, I can't recall that such an issue

p ?r

„ . ** f' ’ ) >> -
4 $
‘ I r '

C. '
3

4
- a

1

5

6

specifically didn't have to respond to telling him that we ; 

would give him money. In telling him that the support necessary!, *4 >1

7 all of the support necessary for a coup, I think it is 

8 that he would get whatever he needed, which would mean

implied j

supplies
tn

10

but not specifically money, and the reason I state this is that

money was never a subject of contention between the Agency and

'n /

r
9

A

11 AMLASH. He never asked for money, he never was offered

8

a

12 specifically money.

Mr. Johnston. Was he assured that he would get all the

14 money he wanted?

iV

£

AMLASH Case Officer. All the support he needed, not

16 the money that he wanted. He never asked for money. '4 * 0
4

17 Mr. Johnston. I’m not asking you what he asked for.

c

o

i

t

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

I ’m

you

asking you what you told him. In this thing it says

assured him that you would give him all the money that he

want

Did you give that assurance to him?

AMLASH Case Officer. I did not because I did not

write this document. And the person who wrote this documen

that I know of didn't write it from any factual report at any

time.

7 W

-TOP SECRET

N
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2

3

here probably two or three years afterwards<1

5

no answer6

Fitzgerald to your knowledge, assure AMLASH that he would7

the money he wanted?receive all8

Unless9

you want to infer that in giving him the support that he needed10

11

my knowledge.13

14

it continuesand15
Because of this fact plans of subject changed and it was16

decided the Agency could have no part in the assassination of17

a government leader,■ including Castro.18

19

rebut the document.20

21

view22

24

TOP SECRET

to the best of

and lived in Cuba for a year or almost'a year

I'm giving you an opportunity toIs that accurate?

We have talked about the next sentenceJohnston.Mr

When he was met in late '64, after having viniright context.

1963 did you or MrIn October or November

It's accurate from the point ofAMLASH Case Officer.

I guess what I' m asking is a yes orJohnstonMr

he would also receive money But money specifically, all he

AMLASH Case Officer and I must qualify that.No

This is not a document This is somebody*s notes in

putting together These ara rough notes typed on yellow, legal

sized paper of somebody trying to reconstruct what happened 

wanted was never a part of the conversations,

You have to put it in the right time frame, in the

, he came back more:

N
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sh*56 1 could:be launched

in Cuba was the elimination of Castro and he expressed thia2 when

3 and

4

continue that directly involved with AMLASH5

6

"This included the following — 'We would not furnish7

direct assassination.8

help the subject9

escape from Cuba should he assassinate Castro10

Was that the substance of the discussion immediately11

after the assassination of President Kennedy?12

13

'64.14

15

describe the fall AMLASH meeting?16

17

what hannened over at least a two year period.18

somewhat that yournr.19

keep written records would so warp later thinkersfailure to20

the March, 1965 document.as to what21

As of March, 1965 CIA is going on the assumption that you22

and Fitzgerald met AMLASH in Paris, that you assured him that23

24

changed after the meeting because of the Kennedy assassination25

TOP SECRET

coup

I presume the U.S

we would not lift a finger toFurthermore

the silencer nor scope, nor any money for

all the money he wanted and that your planshe would get

was going on. I mean take

And you're saying that this does notMr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer. It does not. It is a mixture

Johnston. It pernlexes me

.Vf <‘

conviction

AMLASH Case Officer. NO A year later in November

And the last sentence of that:JohnstonMr

convinced than before .that;the only way a

not in '63 but in late '64, is when the Agency,

Government at that.tiwe felt we can't



4

5

6

with this particular typeup

that memo addressed to again?8

AMLASH Case Officer9

Reports10

11

for the memo is that it is Inaccurate but even if it is12

it all wrong as to what the AMLASH operation was all about.14

15

16

17

18

to all the restricted files because this operation until it19

20

basis.21

22

probably the Chief of Reports in the division or maybe some23

place, probably did not have access to all of the operational24

files.25

TOP SECRET

of information I don't know

So the Chief of Reports, I don't even know well,

This is to Chief FI from Chief,

So your only explanationJohnston. your explanationMr

The

AMLASH Case Officer. If you want to Interpret exactly

it indicates that in March, 1965 these people hadinaccurate

that it was wrong because i I don't know.could have been.

recent publicity was kept on a very restrictedreceived it

1965 memo came

Who isMr. Johnston

what they wrote here, yes, it was wrong Now I'm not saying

did not travel to Paris in November He travelled in October.

lean't sit here :ahd presume toAMLASH Cate Officer

give you an explanation for that as to where the person who

prepared that particular memorandum got that Information.

file itself indicates, as you are well aware, that Fitzgerald

So the parson who prepared the 29 March

I'm just saying it could have been that they didn't have access |

N
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1gsh_5a
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

that timeat

AMLASH14

is that after15

16

17

18

19

off .all20

21

was22

of organising a coup inside Cuba.

Mr.24

25

TOP SECRET

November,

, 84

Mfi:; Greissing,"'You’re saying. that the information itself

inaccurate only in a chronological way, that it is developed?

AMLASH Case Officer.

context, definitely because

very small period of time.

Certainly wrong in its chronological

it throws everything into one

In reporting or trying to report 

what took place over a much longer period of time.

Mr. Greissing. But the facts that are there over a 

period of a year would be true?

AMLASH Case Officer. But not in this context.

Mr. Greissing. But I'm saying over the period of a 

year from 1 November to the following November when you actuall 

informed AMLASH of the feelings that the Agency had developed

I believe it is the next sentence down.

Case Officer. What is wrong here, what is wrong 

we left that meeting, which I presume they left

the meeting, I presume they're talking about, yes, the 22

'63 meeting — this is absolutely wrong, that when

we left that meeting to discover that President Kennedy had 

been assassinated, we had told him, you know, that this was

Chat is wrong. It was not at that meeting that he

told that. He went back after that meeting with the idea

ing. I believe it clarifies that later in

the next paragraph. It says that this information was given
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1

2

3

because in that same memorandum it does state that4

5

November 27thfile on AMLASH contains a report from Paris which6

Indicated a source in the Cuban embassy in Paris.

November 27th of8

what year?9

source in the Cuban embassy10

in Paris was complaining about

revolution12

Did you see that report

AMLASH Case Officer.14

specifically recall that I did.15

16

to you of its substance, it would suggest to you that AMLASH17

was known by given diplomatic personnel in Paris to be putting18

down the Castro revolution.19

20

who did he say this to because he did have friends in the21

different embassies.22

23

24

25

AMLASH' s denigrating the

probably did. I can't

on November 27th 1963?

AMLASH Case Officer. It depends on who. In other words.

The Cuban embassy?Mr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer Excuse me

Johnston LetMr

AMLASH Casa Officer So I don’t know why we'reres

And as I read the reportJohnstonMr or my statement

was a Cuban official at that time So he had friends who were

AMLASH Case Officer He stayed at the Cuban embassy^

1963.Mr. Johnston A

me move off these documents The

to AMLASH the .fallowing November in 1964.

taking that particular piece of information out of context

N
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revolution was moving, , ’J\ <

Mr. Johnston, So that fact would have been more broadly 

known say in the Cuban embassy?

AMLASH Case Officer. Oh, yes. This was fairly well 

known.
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1 to indicate that the source

2

3 that she or he wished he

4

5

6 AMLASH-.

7

B

9

10

11 Mr about

in your mind or in Fitzgerald's mind in Novemberany link12 and

1963 between what you’had been doing with AMLASHDecember and13

the assassination of President Kennedy?14

15

16

17

18

all the public theories expressed of the connections, all built19

on circumstantial evidence of what and who were involved in20

21

the context of this operation in 1963yourself back within22

when this happened.23

have to preface what I .have to say byFirst of all, I24

saying that this was25

7 '‘v i
Mr. Johnston. The cable seems

not an assassination plot, so there would

and no discussion

AMLASH Case Officer. None whatsoever none, whatsoever

back in time if you can place yourself back in 1963 and not

after all of this has taken place, after we have had1976

else of like mind and she didn't like what she heard I guess.

Let'Johnston. s go now to again what you talked

AMLASH Case Officer. Well that suggests — and again, I

the Kennedy Assassination I take you back and try to place

of the information was complaining about AMLASH*s denigrating

the revolution* and went on to say 

or she had a tape recorder to record what AMLASH and another 

person were saying* suggesting it is not a friendly source to 

can’t give you any definitive explanation for it — what that 

suggests is that she overheard AMLASH talking with somebody

and again, again* I go back and take you
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1

2

3 plot, it was not conceived as an

against Fidel Castro fact that the U.S. Government

5 happy and was supportingwas not people who were opposed to

Castro6 this was well

7 the Bay

8

9

10

President Kennedy11

12

We do know that on the 29th of October Fitzgerald told13

AMLASH that Robert Kennedy was behind the plot or behind14

AMLASH's proposal , is that correct?15

AMLASH Case Officer told him was that the U.S.What we16

Government was prepared to a coup against Fidelsupport17

Castro18

previously told you that19

assassi20

nation of the Castro Brothers21

AMLASH Case Officer. He had not exactly put it in those22

certainly felt that the first move would haveterms, but he23

to be against never24

talked to him25

there was really no reason to

the leadership, yes. In other words we

in terms of assassination and I want this

Mr. Johnston Okay.

As a coup

Theyes.

known This was in the aftermath '63

And AMLASH hadJohnstonMr

of Pigs So there was really in the context of the

This was not an assassination

be no reason why we would,be.connecting Kennedy's-assassination

with this assassination plot

assassination plot

time the fact that this was not an assassination plot conceived 

as an assassination^plot

connect this one particular operation with the tragedy of 

at least one of his plans for a coup would require the



1

2
the3
the Castros?4

told me assassination because5
he didn't even like to use the word "assassination6

like to use?7

8
if9

move in any coup attempt,- in order for theThe first10
other officers11

Fidel Castro, because of the loyalties that hethe removal of12
still had personally with some of the officers13

14
backed his

15
proposal generally16

and
17

Fitzgerald as the representative of Robert Kennedy supported
18

a coup against Castro
19

20

21
ouster of the current regime in Cuba.

22

23

24

25

On the very day of the assassination, youMr. Johnston.

Mr

What word did heJohnstonMr

to fall in line would have to be the removal,

That's right.AMLASH Case Officer.

you gave him an assurance that Robert Kennedy29th

you will of the leadership

And after he told you that on OctoberJohnston.Mr

Were you aware of the September 7thMr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer He never

AMLASH Case Officer the U.SYes Government

AMLASH Case Officer The neutralization the elimination

perfectly clear

Johnston. And he told you before the 29th meeting that 

first step would probably have to be the assassination of

referenced the speechof President Kennedy's talking about

statement of Fidel Castro's, threatening the lives of U.S.



1 leaders, and

2 a portion of
3

4 things,
5 The United
6 terrorist

7 plans to eliminate Cuban leaders, they themselves will not be

B safe.

9 operation

that AMLASH had a plan to10 eliminate Cuban leaders, and that

it is very possible —11

AMLASH Case Officer.12

other Cuban exile who was plotting against Castro.13

14

7th, and you started - meeting with AMLASH onSeptember15

September16

does give17

plans to eliminate Cuban leaders, and you were doing that very18

thing.19

20

I knew of this at that time. I've£ 21

but I don't see the point that youcertainly heardof it since,22

if Castro is behind or was behindare trying to make, because23

AMLASH to involve him in the assassination of an American24

25

he talked to a

5th in Brazil and it may be coincidence, but Castro

There is probably a coincidenceAMLASH Case Officer.

So did everybody else. So did every

I don't recall thatthere.

Mr. Johnston

let ma •I’ have;:a poorXeroxcopy, but especially

that statement by Fidel Castro on September 7th

at a party at the Brazilian embassy in Havana

reporter, Daniel Harker of AP and said, among other

we are prepared to fight them and answer in kind

States leaders~should think that if they are aiding

I would think-from your description of the AMLASH

But this is in the Brazilian Embassy on

a warning about United States leaders aiding terrorist

leader, then are you proposing that he would also publicly



. ' w 1

place?2

3

had?4

5

6

if7 like this

that he would publicly announce his plan8 but I may be wrong.

9

So we have this Castro speech of10 September

AMLASH operations11

we talked about in November and October, and then almost12

at the very moment of the Kennedy assassination we have your13

14

assurances of technical equipment that he had requested atthe15

October 29th meetingthe16

You knew on November 24th, certainly November 25th, that17

alleged assassin of President Kennedy was pro-Castrothe Lee18

Harvey Oswald was pro-Castro.19

20

time21

22

23

24

25

TOP SECRET

-07 V?3

That' s just my opinion

In other words

and we have themeans

JohnstonMr

7th whatever that

where did you get that?AMLASH Case Officer. No

You don't know that at this time?Johnston.Mr

You don't know?Mr. Johnston

’I don’t'know; I assume not.JohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer That he was pro-Castro?

AMLASH Case Officer I don't even know that at this

AMLASH Case Officer

in the Brazilian embassy state that this was going to take

was he telegraphing this plan that he

I would find it highly unusual that

he was serious about being involved in something 

neeting with AMLASH and giving him the technical equipment or



1

2

3

4 seen that

5

6 stating that he was for Castro and would defend Castro if the

7

8 AMLASH Case Officer

9

10 day you wrote your contact reporton very

of station cabled headquarters and reminded11

them about the Castro12

tion is that Mr. King was handling the activity in Mexico13

City14

15

16

17

I think it is fair to say that Mr. King knew that Oswald18

had visited the Cuban embassy in Mexico City. He knew that on19

November 25th20

document indicates that Chief of Station WynnAnother CIA21

whether you knew him — in Mexico City,I don't knowScott22

a message to the President of Mexicoon November 25th read23

Scott's memo says there are still some24

25

TOP SECRET

Well, probably so but I never had

November 25th the

reminded of the threat.threat

Mr Baron

So on November 25th he was aware of theJohnstonMr

AMLASH Case Officer It could have been but I haven't

Mr. Greissing

And inJohnston.Mr

AMLASH Case Officer Yes

took actionU.S

in which he said Mr.

fact

and I assume that our informa-speech threat

Wasn't that a'.'logical'deduction from the fact

that he was part of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee?

He had come out publicly in interviews

The Mexico City chief

Oswald had visited Mexico CityA^,

important questions concerning Oswald and his visit to Mexico



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

City. Was the assassination‘of President Kennedy planned by

Fidel Castro, and were the final details worked out inside the

Cuban embassy in Mexico?

That's agaihrion November 25th

There's no reason for you to have seen the document

AMLASH Case Office. I don't know that, but again, I'll

just question, this was just a question that was asked. I

wouldn't report it as fact

Mr. Johnston. No, on November 25th that is a question

being raised

Knowing now, looking back at Mr. King, we have the Western

Hemisphere

has made a

station in

that there

Oswald was

Division on November 25th is informed that Castro

threat against U.S. leaders, that the chief of

Mexico City is telling \teH§WP/Ee^irdena<o?f

is a possibility that Castro was behind

known to be pro-Castro, and on November

in turn were meeting

assurances that his

of Castro was backed

in Paris, giving a high level

22nd, you

Cuban

coup plot- that might include assassination

by the U.S. and that yet you made no

connection between those, all those events, and there was no

discussion of any connection.

AMLASH Case Officer. No, there was no discussion between

the -- the connection between the assassination of President

Kennedy and the AMLASH operation.

Mr. Johnston. Was there an investigation?

TOP SECRET
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

AMLASH Case Officer;Not to my, knowledge. I left the

operation right after that, so I wouldn't know if there was

or wasn't

if you are

connection

But the coincidence that you are talking about

connecting or trying now to imply that there was a

between AMLASH and the fact that it was on the 22nd

of November, the same date as President Kennedy's assassination,

they

20th

what

have

must have had a very terrific system of communication

Mr. Johnston. Although you had set up the meeting on the

of November, is that

AMLASH Case Officer

we were going to say.

right?

Yes, but he didn't know specifically

In fact, the answer that we could

given him could have been reversed.

Mr. Johnston. Well, you said he requested it.

AMLASH Case Officer. Well, he requested it before he left,

but the assurances, you can go back before that. You can go bac

to

to

the October meeting when the assurances of support were giver

him.

So I can't -- I find it very difficult to follow what you

are trying to imply or to relate AMLASH directly to the

assassination on 22 November. This is what I find difficult to

understand.

Mr. Johnston. Let me show you a copy of a cable, no

indication that the cable went to SAS. The cable is Mexico

City, 7045, dated 24 November '63 and by way of background,

tell you that immediately upon the assassination, the personnel

TOP SECRET
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1

2

3

4

5
i 6

7

8

9

10

• ft ^95-

QT1,t ‘PPttatu,
in Mexico City under surveillance and pulling the records, and I

don't want to read this into the record because it uses a

true name.

of

Let’s go off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Mr. Johnston. Let me read it, except for the true name.

It says "Provided below sufficiently definitive summary

local contacts of Ivan Gavrilovich Alferiev." It gives his

contacts, it says 23 December 1961 with the Third Secretary of

11 Cuban Cultural Attache, naming her, and arranging a press

12 conference for AMLASH. It's a very tangential relationship
o

13 with the AMLASH operation, but again, on November 24th, 1963,

d

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Mexico City is reporting KGB or • Alferiev's contacts, and

it includes a contact in '61 with AMLASH.

So I have difficulty believing that they are, in hindsight,

not

one

related, and that on November 24th or November 25th no

at CIA related the two

AMLASH Case Officer.

telling you that no one at

events.

What I'm telling you is — I'm not

CIA relates the two events. You

5 £ 21 asked me the specific question, did you and Fitzgeraldcdiscuss

* 22

23

any

did

relationship. My answer to you was that Fitzgerald and I

not specifically discuss that.
c

24 Mr. Johnston. Do you know of anyone who discussed it?

25 AMLASH Case Officer. ' No.

TOP SECRET



conducted?2

3

(A brief recess was taken.):

5

6

7

a

Xs that a correct summary?

leave this office, per" blank’s "orders.

Is that correct?

corner that it is not to leave this office, whatever that is.

AMLASH Case Officer. Without specific clearance, without

orders

AMLASH Case Officer. No

yourself, or Mr. Fitzgerald?being given by any one

not to

Mr. Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer.

that Mr

1 Mr.:Johnston; Do youknow of any investigatlon that was

Mr. Johnston. Let me now talk and again the groundwork

that you were unaware of any investigation of a connection

between the two, and you were unaware of any discussion about

connection between AMLASH and Kennedy's assassination8

9
r. 10
CT 11
e j

< A 12
< j

13
t

14

15G
O 16

17
.•........................................ 18

M
§ 19
dd

■ 20
£G
5 21
J
J 22

ft 23
• ? 24

25

AMLASH Case Officer. That’s correct

Mr. Johnston. I will show you a document. For the record,

this is a document appearing in Volume IV of the AMLASH

file, and the first page of it has AMLASH's name on it, but

I call your attention to the red handwriting in the upper right

hand corner of that, on that cover sheet, and it says,

This document has handwriting in the upper writing hand

Do you have any recollection of such orders

Yes, what we have talked about before

Fitzgerald gave orders to minimize the knowledgO^bility
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1

2

3

particular document?

5

6

7

8 given?

9

10

11

12

13 his security as anything else.

14

15 effect of blocking knowledge of the AMLASH operation from other

16 people within the Agency?

17 AMLASH Case Officer. Prooably from

not Fitzgerald, not the Director or not anybody else who needed18

to know about the operation, absolutely19

20

in other words, a note of this type would only mean that I21

22

before this file was allowed to circulate or was given to23

anybody.24

Mr. Johnston. And I don't want to indicate — my question25

or whoever would clear the order would be askedwould be

by December of *63 the man with whom we were dealing, AMLASH I,

AMLASH Case Officer. X can’t see at this time thatYes.

Johnston. what suddenly required that order to beMr

Johnston. So that nobody else — did this have theMr

This was justnot.

Certainmy office down.

AMLASH Casa Officer

Cuba

circulation within other components of SAS. That would not

Mr. Johnston And that is the reason that this instruction

was given about the file, this particular file or this

anything else would have been thought of at that time

Well, nothing specific except that

was going back, or was probably back by that time already in

It was primarily probably I would say as much to protect
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... ...........................does not imply;Intent'oinX'ahi^ht^i.-imrpbse'^buVwbuid^iiii's 

. ’■ ■ ■ <.......................................................................

notation have blocked anyone but Mr Helms or Mr." Fitzgerald

...»
'4

from getting access to this file?

AMLASH Case Officer. No. This is two informal. If you

w
r- ■

1

2

3

4

5 want to block a file like this, there is a much more formal
6

7

8

9

procedure to go by, to block the file for, say, the Director's

use only or even at that time, the Chief of SAS. A note

like this is strictly, can only be interpreted to restrict the

circulation of this file for the other people in SAS below my

10 office, not restricting it for anybody else

o

11 Mr. Johnston. Upwards

12

13

14

15

What about laterally? What about to the

AMLASH Case

would have to be

have to know who

other divisions?

Officer. Laterally also. In

checked out

got the file.

other

It would have to be

words, they

We would

It is a matter of control. This

16 is what it amounts to, really It is to know who the file

8 17 gcss to. It is to control the file

18 Mr. Johnston. But you do that anyway, right?

19 That’s routine procedure. This seems to be something more
d 
e 
0 
S c 
I 
£

20

21

than that, of saying don't let

AMLASH Case Officer. No

this leave without my approval.

it isn't anything more than that

<4 
i

22 and I think that you're really much more into it than what it

23 is
e

24 I don't even recall giving — telling the secretary this

25 particular thing. It probably came about’from the miminized
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2 October, as I recall

3

4

5

6

7 secretary would not have permitted this file to leave unless

8 cleared

9

10 knew about the operation.

11

12 AMLASH operation in the fall of 1963?

13 never briefed him

14 personally.

15 know that he

16 did know about AMLASH operation?

17

18 February 4th,

19 1964, Mr. King sent a memo to you requirements for AMLASH, and

20

intelligence information to be gathered from AMLASH.21

receiving22

if we have — certainly the fact that we have23 this, but

theasset who24

community25
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Did he specifically know to your knowledge, about the

Did you expect this instruction to be carriedJohnstonMr

We previously discussed whether Mr. KingJohnston.Mr

AMLASH Case Officer. I don't know.

Our notes indicate thatMr. Johnston.

Did you have any reasonMr; Johnston.

AMLASH Case Officer Yes. I'would have thought that my

I don't specifically rememberAMLASH Case Officer.

They basically detail questions,I'll show you our notes.

AMLASH Case Officer. NO.

circulation order that Fitzgerald had given way before in

out, that the file would not leave the office until you had

given your personal approval or Fitzgerald had approved it?

can surface any intelligence requirements from 

or .anybody else in the Agency, it would be perfectly

N
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S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

normal for anybody to 'send ."these ■ requirements

Mr. Johnston. Would you agree, at least*- from that summary

of the document, that really he's asking you to get

type information from AMLASH?

la that correct?

AMLASH Case Officer. Yes

Mr. Johnston. And given the October 5th, 1963

AMLASH sort of indicated he didn't want anything to

intelligence

meeting when

do with

that, this would be very inconsistent for someone who was

knowledable about AMLASH

AMLASH Case Officer. What are the dates?

Mr. Johnston. October 5th, 1963, is when AMLASH complained

about the low level espionage requirements

AMLASH Case Officer. He did not want — he did not say

that he would not surface intelligence requirements. He did

not want to exclusively be that type of an asset

So

what he

for him

therefore it would

thought himself to

be perfectly

be, or what

to be, that if he had access to

going to levy the requirements on him.

Mr. Johnston. My

the summary apparently

February 2nd, 1964, do

normal, regardless of

even we may have thought

information, we were

direct question is, then, having read

prepared by Mr. King, and sent on

you think that Mr. King knew about the

AMLASH operation, the events of October and November?

AMLASH Case Officer. If he sent us a memo giving us

N
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3 operation?” Not necessarily so

4

5

6

7 What are you — what is your question?

8 Mr.

9 involved

10cr
11c

12

from him.13

14

that15

that

requirements on AMLASH.the

19

20

21

22

23

24

outside.25
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1 requirements for AMLASHat;a minimum he had to know that we had

an agent with this particular access. But he knew about the

Mr. Johnston. Do you find this consistent with the 

nature of the operation as of November 22nd, 1963?

AMLASH Case Officer. Explain that. I don't understand.

Johnston. As of November 22nd, 1963, you were now 

in coup plotting with AMLASH, and were delivering or

planned to deliver the equipment, rifles, sights, explosives, 

to assist him in that coup. It seems inconsistent, suddenly in

February, to go back to trying to get espionage information

AMLASH Case Officer. First of all, I have to address

question from this point. Receiving a memo from King at

16 time doesn't necessarily mean that we are going to levy

18 Mr. Johnston. Oh, I agree with that.

AMLASH Case Officer. So, to clarify the other part of your 

question, that if we needed intelligence after the October 

*63 meeting in which he said I'm not going to be strictly a 

source for intelligence, I want to do something more for my 

country, it would not be in any way out of the orderinary to 

ask him to send information that we felt was.required on the
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2

5

4

5

6 in

7

6

9 with anyone at the Agency?

10

11 February 10th, by Mr

12 to come here at 10:00

13 and that you would be

14

15

16

17

18

I read the file and informed19

wanted to talk about.myself as to those points that20 you

questions we have.the21

for spending the time withI wan t to thank you very much22

23 today.us

24

25
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4*

came here this morning.

Mr. Johnston. That's all

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

AMLASH Case Officer. No.

.... _ . , . kit

f* "

1 Mr, Johnstoni So you-are saying you would not infer from

this document'a "tonclusidn one way or the other about whether

Mr. King knew the details of the AMLASH coup plotting

Mr. Johnston. As a final matter from my point, as we did

your past meetings, could you briefly summarize, were you

contacted prior to today's session at the Agency, and did you 

discuss your testimony or the ramifications of your testimony

AMLASH Case Officer. I was called yesterday morning,

Walter Elder, and informed that I was 

o'clock to discuss the AMLASH operation, 

over yesterday afternoon to mark those

portions of the file that you wished to discuss.

I picked up the files from the review staff last night anc

Mr. Johnston. Did you discuss the substance or proposed

substance of your testimony with anyone?

Is there any other comment you would like to make?

AMLASH Case Officer. No, not at all.

N





An Extract From Kennedy's Address to Press
Washington Post, Tuesday, November IV, 19b3, p. Al5

(AP) Nov. 18 -- The following is a text of President Kennedy's address 
tonight before the Inter-American Press Association:

* * *

"The genuine Cuban revolution -- because it was against the tyran
ny and corruption of the past -- had the support of many whose aims and 
concepts were noble.

"But that hope for freedom and progress was destroyed.

"The goals proclaimed in tl$2 Sierra Maestra were betrayed in Havana.

"It is important to restate what now divides Cuba from my country 
and from all the American countries: It is the fact that a small band 
of conspirators has stripped the Cuban people of their freedom and hand
ed over the independence and sovereignty of the Cuban nation to forces 
beyond the hemisphere. They have made Cuba a victim of foreign imperial
ism, an instrument of the policy of others, a weapon in an effort dic
tated by external powers to subvert the other American republics. This, 
and this alone divides us. As long as this is true nothing is possible. 
Without it everything is possible.

Ready and Anxious

"Once this barrier is removed we will be ready and anxious to work 
with the Cuban people in pursuit of those progressive goals which, a few 
short years ago, stirred their hopes and the sympathy of many people 
throughout the entire hemisphere.

"No Cuban need feel trapped between dependence on the broken prom
ises of foreign communism and the hostility of the rest of the hemisphere. 
For once Cuban sovereignty has been restored we will extend the hand of 
friendship and assistance to a Cuba whose political and economic insti
tutions have been shaped by the will of the Cuban people."


